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Over the past few decades there has been in increase in both the prevalence and importance 

of buyer-supplier relationships.  Despite this, little extant literature examines the impact of 

buyer-supplier relationships on firm financing decisions.  This dissertation examines whether and 

how buyer-supplier relationships influence different aspects of supplier financing and investment 

policy.  In particular, I focus on the sensitivity of investment to cash flow and cash holdings.  

 Heightened sensitivity of investment to cash flow is one indication that the supplier faces 

high external financial constraints.  I find that the more committed a buyer is to its supplier and 

the greater a buyer’s stake in its supplier, the less sensitive the supplier’s investment is to cash 

flow.  Further, the investment-cash flow sensitivity of suppliers with principal customers is less 

affected by macroeconomic cycles than their peers.  These effects are more pronounced for firms 

in industries with a high degree of relationship-specific investments.  The findings suggest that 

firm relationships can help to ease capital market frictions which affect a firm’s investment 

decisions. 

 With regard to cash holdings, I find that even after controlling for profitability, firm size, 

leverage, the ease with which firms can access capital markets, growth opportunities, the 
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availability of natural hedges, and a number of other control variables, firms which are in 

relationships hold more cash on average than firms not in relationships.  Further, I find that as 

the importance of the relationship increases, measured by the percent of sales and sales 

concentrations to the reported customers, so does a supplier’s cash holdings.  Using the 

supplier’s industry and R&D spending as proxies for the uniqueness of the goods sold, I find that 

supplying unique goods mitigates the relation between customer importance and cash holdings. 

There is evidence consistent with the both the commitment and precautionary motivations for 

holding cash.   
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

 Over the past few decades both the prevalence and importance of buyer-supplier 

relationships have increased among American companies. Clearly, relationships provide both 

costs and benefits to the firms involved.  But, the extent of these is largely unknown.  Whether 

and how firms manage the costs or exploit the benefits of relationships remains an under-

researched area of corporate finance.  This paper contributes to the literature by addressing the 

influence of buyer-supplier relationships on two important areas of corporate finance research: 

financial constraints and cash management.  

 Two distinct trends among American companies have contributed to the increase in the 

number and significance of buyer-supplier relationships over the last few decades.  First, we 

have witnessed a decline in the vertical integration and industrial diversification of firms 

(Comment and Jarrell, 1995, Denis, Denis, and Yost, 2002, and Dimitrov and Tice, 2006).  In 

general, there has been a trend for manufacturers to relinquish direct control of their suppliers 

and establish looser forms of collaboration (Zingales, 2000). As a result, the decline of vertical 

integration has given rise to a host of new buyer-supplier relationships.    

Simultaneously, many American companies have shifted their overall business-to-business 

strategy.  In the hope of establishing enduring partnerships which encourage teamwork, foster 

innovation, and enhance product quality, companies have engaged fewer suppliers, but have 

increased the level of commitment with these suppliers (Emshwiller, 1991).  This has increased 

the importance of each relationship for both the buyer and supplier involved.   

The data supports these anecdotes.  As seen in Figure 1, in 1979 less than 30% of 

manufacturers report at least one buyer that accounts for more than 10% of their sales.  By 2006, 

more than 50% of manufacturers report such relationships.  This demonstrates that over the past 
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thirty years, the number of major buyer-supplier relationships increased.  In a regression of the 

average sales to each major buyer (after adjusting for inflation) on a constant and time, time has 

a significantly positive coefficient, implying that the average sales per buyer has increased 

6.39% per year.  Additionally, the average number of major buyers reported by each supplier 

increases over time.  The net effect of these two trends is that the median percent of total sales to 

all major customers increased to 39% from 26% between 1979 and 2006.  Finally, customer 

concentration (measured as a Herfindahl-Hirshman Index of sales to each major customer) also 

increased during the same time period.   Together, these demonstrate that the importance of 

relationships to each supplier has also increased. 

Related Literature 

 To date, researchers have examined the effect of inter-firm collaboration and firm 

dependence on a number of factors.  Relative to suppliers which are not in substantial 

relationships, suppliers in relationships have similar growth rates (Kalwani and Narayandas, 

1995) and lower information transmission costs (Gomes-Casseres, Hagedoorn, and Jaffe, 2008).  

Buyer-supplier relationships also affect firm valuation.  Hertzel, Li, Officer and Rodgers (2008) 

measure the average return of supplier during the periods prior to and around the time of the 

bankruptcy filing of buyers.  They find negative abnormal return for suppliers of the distressed 

and bankruptcy filing-buyers.   

 Relationships also effect firm functioning.  Cohen and Frazzini (2008) observe buyer-

supplier pairs and show a correlation between the real activities of the firms by exploiting the 

time-series variation in the firms entering and leaving relationships over their sample period.  

Specifically, they observe a significantly greater correlation between the sales and operating 

incomes of buyers and suppliers in relationships during the years that they engage in a 

relationship relative to the other years.   
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 In addition, researchers have examined firms’ responses to being in a relationship. 

Titman (1984) describes one way in which buyer-supplier relationships affect financing choices.  

He argues that buyers suffer costs if the supplier is liquidated.  These costs are exacerbated when 

the supplying firm’s products are unique, because buyers have made specific investments to 

utilize these products, which lose value upon liquidation of the supplier (Titman and Wessels, 

1988).   

 While this would normally lead to reluctance of the buyer to engage in specialized 

investments in relationship specific assets, a supplier can alter its capital structure, ex ante, such 

that they are pre-positioned against liquidation, in order to elicit the maximum cooperation and 

investment of the buyer.  Both Kale and Shahrur (2007) and Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim (2008) 

find empirical evidence consistent with this theory.  Kale and Shahrur (2007) measure the R&D 

intensity of the buyer’s industry as a measure of the uniqueness of the goods required.  They find 

that the supplier’s leverage is inversely proportional to the R&D intensity of the buyer.  

Similarly, durable goods are thought to be more unique than non-durable goods.  Banerjee, 

Dasgupta, and Kim (2008) find that the leverage ratio of durable goods manufacturers are 

inversely related to the proportion of purchases from a major buyer.  The results are weaker for 

non-durable goods manufacturer and non-existent for non-manufacturers.  Together, this set of 

results supports the hypothesis that suppliers of unique goods maintain a conservative capital 

structure in order to encourage the buyer’s to invest in relationship specific assets.   

Data 

To determine the effect of relationships on suppliers’ financing and investment policies, I 

construct an extensive buyer-supplier dataset that spans from 1979 to 2006.  The Statement of 

Financial Accounting Standards No. 14 (later supplanted by SFAS No. 131) requires that firms 

report information for business relevant segments in their SEC 10K reports.  This includes 
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disclosure of the name of and amount of sales to a customer, if the revenue generated from the 

particular customer exceeds 10% of revenue of the firm, or if the firm considers the sales 

important to its business.  When a supplier sells more than 10% of its goods to one particular 

buyer I refer the buyer and supplier as engaging in a relationship.  By relying of the buyer’s 

name and industry given to match the buyers to the Compustat data, I generate a sample of 

buyer-supplier pairs for which I know both partners financial information.  

Influence of Relationships on Financing and Investment Policy 

 Relationships have the potential to affect the financing and investment polices of a 

supplier in variety ways.  First, the presence of a major buyer may induce operating risk for the 

supplier.   Most buyer-supplier relationships are governed by short-term purchase orders.  Thus, 

there are no long-term contracts or explicit guarantees and, in most cases, buyers can end the 

relationship at any time.  Dependence on one customer for a large portion of sales increases a 

supplier’s operating risk.  Confirming this intuition, almost all suppliers which acknowledge the 

presence of a major customer also report in their 10-K that the loss of this buyer would have a 

“material adverse effect” on the company.  In response to this additional operating risk,  

supplier’s may  try to reduce financial risk  by either maintaining a lower leverage ratio or 

holding more cash to hedge against the uncertainty of expected future cash flows.   

 Second, suppliers with concentrated sales to a particular buyer provide the buyer with 

additional bargaining power.  Buyers may try to utilize this advantage by demanding concessions 

such as price reductions or the extension of favorable trade credit terms.  If the buyer is 

successful, then these concessions can reduce profit margin and/or working capital of the 

supplier.   

 Additional operating risk and a loss of bargaining power both represent costs of being in 

a relationship.  However, relationships also have advantages for the supplier.  One advantage of 
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being in a major relationship is it provides the buyer and supplier with both the ability and the 

incentive to gain knowledge about one another.  Suppliers can anticipate order placement and 

size and coordinate payment schedules helping suppliers to better manage inventory and account 

receivables which, in turn, reduces transactions costs and financing requirements.    

 A second advantage to being in a relationship is that the buyer becomes a stakeholder in 

the supplier.  While the buyer may not be a stakeholder in the traditional financial sense, the 

buyer has a vested interest in the ability of the supplier to deliver a quality product on time.  Just 

as a relationship allows suppliers to learn about their buyers, buyers learn about suppliers by 

observing inventory turnover time, inventory quality, and pricing.  Together, the buyer’s stake in 

the supplier and this additional knowledge about the supplier provides the buyer with the ability 

and incentive to aid the supplier financially, if necessary.   

 Finally, being in a relationship may indirectly reduce a supplier’s financing constraints.  

Knowing that a supplier is in a stable relationship may encourage a bank to lend to a supplier that 

is may not have lent to otherwise.   

 Using a dataset of buyer-supplier relationships which spans from 1979 to 2006, I 

empirically observe the effect of a relationship on a supplier’s financial behavior.  Overall, I find 

that being in a relationship affects the both investment-cash flow sensitivity and the cash 

holdings of suppliers.  These findings are robust after controlling for a variety of different 

factors.   

Main Results 

 In Chapter 2, I investigate when and how relationships affect suppliers’ financial 

constraints.  To test whether a relationship affects firm’s financial constraints, I turn to a large 

literature documenting the link between liquidity and investment.  Here, liquidity, defined as the 

availability of internal funds, is an important determinant of investment when there are frictions 
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in the capital market.  On average, I find that suppliers with major buyers demonstrate lower 

investment cash flow sensitivity, suggesting that relationships ease suppliers’ liquidity 

constraints.   

 However, not all relationships are the same.  A variety of factors contribute to cross-

sectional differences in the extent to which relationships affect firm financing and investment.  In 

particular, I find that the buyer’s commitment to the supplier and the buyer’s stake in the supplier 

lessen the sensitivity of the supplier’s investment to cash flow.  Buyers are considered to be more 

committed to a supplier if they are not in relationships with many other suppliers.  And, the stake 

that a buyer has in its supplier is determined by the proportion of the supplier’s total sales which 

they account for and the duration of the relationship.   This is consistent with the theory that the 

buyer is the residual claimant on the supplier’s investments.  As a result the buyer’s incentive to 

aid the supplier increases in its stake in the supplier. 

 Further, suppliers in relationships have lower financing constraints at times when it 

matters the most.  Using the corporate bond spread and a recession index as proxies for the 

accessibility of external financing, I find that the investment-cash flow sensitivity of suppliers 

with major customers is less affected by macroeconomic cycles than their peers.  I also show that 

these effects are more pronounced for firms in industries with a high degree of relationship-

specific investments, in line with previous work.  Together, the findings of this chapter suggest 

that firm relationships can help to ease capital market frictions which affect a firm’s investment 

decisions. 

Chapter 3 evaluates how relationships affect supplier cash holdings.  Theoretically, a 

relationship may affect a supplier’s cash holdings in a variety of ways. First, suppliers may 

maintain higher cash holdings as a means of committing to a buyer that they will not enter 
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financial distress.  Such a commitment may be necessary to induce buyers to make specialized 

investments in relationship specific assets.  Next, suppliers in relationships may hold additional 

cash as a precautionary against the risk of the loss of a major customer.  Alternatively, engaging 

in an important relationship may generate switching costs for the buyer.  Moreover, these 

switching costs may reduce the risk that the buyer changes suppliers abruptly, reducing the 

operating risk of the supplier.  As a result, the supplier will not need to hold as much 

precautionary cash.  

I find that compared to their peers, suppliers in relationships hold more cash than suppliers 

which are not in relationships, ceteris paribus.  Supplier’s cash holdings are positively correlated 

with both the ratio of sales to major customers to total sales and major customer sales 

concentration, consistent with the commitment and precautionary motives for holding cash.  Two 

additional pieces of evidence make the case that of these two possibilities, the precautionary 

motive is the dominant rationale.  First, I find a weaker relation between customer concentration 

and cash holdings for manufacturers of unique goods relative to manufacturers of non-unique 

goods.  This is consistent with the theory that the buyer faces higher switching costs when 

purchasing unique goods. And, switching costs reduce the risk of the buyer changing suppliers 

mitigating the need for holding precautionary cash. Second, I find that a supplier’s cash holdings 

are affected when their customer is a corporation but are unaffected when the customer is a 

government agency.  The U.S. government is not likely to go out of business or to abruptly end a 

relationship without warning.  Therefore, this result lends support to the precautionary 

motivation for cash holdings.  These additional results are consistent with the precautionary 

motivation for holding cash.   
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Figure 1–1. Trends in firm relationships over time 
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CHAPTER 2 
SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS AND INVESTMENT–CASH FLOW SENSITIVITY 

The nature of the firm is changing.  Over the past few decades, there has been a noted decline 

in the vertical integration and industrial diversification of firms (Comment and Jarrell, 1995, Denis, 

Denis, and Yost, 2002, and Dimitrov and Tice 2006).  Overall, there has been a trend for 

manufacturers to relinquish direct control of their suppliers and establish looser forms of 

collaboration (Zingales, 2000).  For example, on Nov. 30, 2004 Kimberly-Clark, a maker of health 

and hygiene products, completed the spin-off of Neenah Paper, a premium uncoated paper mill.  

Despite the change of corporate control, Kimberley-Clark continued to purchase the same amount of 

paper goods from the mill creating a substantial buyer-supplier relationship.   As a result, the decline 

of vertical integration has given rise to a greater number of important inter-firm relationships.  

Simultaneously, many American companies, including Xerox, Motorola, GM, and Ford, which once 

used many suppliers, changed strategies.  These companies reduced the number of suppliers in hope 

of finding a few choice partners.  They hoped to cement partnerships based on teamwork and create 

enduring relationships to enhance product quality (Emshwiller, 1991).  This trend increased the 

importance of each relationship to both the buyer and supplier.   

Despite the prevalence and importance of inter-firm relationships, little research has examined 

the costs and benefits of inter-firm relationships on a firm’s form or functioning.  This paper focuses 

on when and how buyer-supplier relationships affect firm financing.  Overall, I find evidence which 

suggests that relationships ease capital market frictions which affect a firm’s investment decisions. 

Several aspects of buyer-supplier relationships can affect the suppliers financing policy.  For a 

supplier, entering into a business relationship with a major customer can be a double-edged sword.   

A major customer accounts for a large portion of the suppliers total sales.  But, the buyer does not 

does not provide an explicit guarantee that it will continue to purchase these goods in the future.  As a 
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result, the relationship induces additional operating risk for the supplier which may prompt the 

supplier to minimize financial risks.  After developing a relationship, the threat to suppliers’ financial 

heal does not come from just losing the customer.  In their 2004 SEC 10-K report, Doane Pet Care 

acknowledged that relying on a customer for a large portion of their sales might allow the customer to 

“make greater demands of us.”  The report enumerates several possible demands that could be made, 

including the exertion of price pressure or requiring trade credit.   

 Despite these risks, there are benefits to being in a relationship.  Specific benefits include 

gaining valuable information about their buyers and the potential for joint investment made by the 

firms.  Information acquired over the course of business may result in better management of 

inventory and accounts receivable.  Joint investments and investments in relationship specific assets 

may increase the ability to pass price increases on to the buyer.  In addition, buyer-supplier 

relationships may create inter-firm capital markets which can ameliorate the impact of external 

capital market frictions.  Further, as the result of implicit future commitments, an indirect benefit of a 

relationship may be the ability to acquire bank debt with greater ease.   

This paper hypothesizes that relationships benefit the supplier by easing the supplier’s financial 

constraints.  To determine the effect of relationships on suppliers, I construct a buyer-supplier dataset 

which spans from 1979 to 2006.  The Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 14 (later 

supplanted by SFAS No. 131) requires that firms report information for segments that represent 10% 

or more of consolidated sales.  This includes disclosure of the name of and amount of sales to a 

customer, if the revenue generated from the particular customer exceeds 10% of revenue of the firm, 

or if the firm considers the sales important to its business.  When a supplier sells more than 10% of its 

goods to one particular buyer I refer to this as a relationship.  Using the firm name given and 

industry, I match buyers to the Compustat database to generate a sample of relationships which 
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includes financial data for both the buyer and suppliers.  I then compare the suppliers to a matched 

sample of firms which do not report being in relationships.   

 I begin by comparing the investment cash flow sensitivity of firms in relationships to a 

matched sample of firms which do not report any material relationship.  The results of the tests 

provide evidence consistent with the hypothesis that suppliers in relationships have lower financing 

constraints than suppliers which are not in relationships.  Further, this paper hypothesizes that certain 

characteristics of suppliers, buyers and their relationship enhance the benefits of being in a 

relationship.  First, the more committed the buyer is to the supplier the greater the suppliers incentive 

to aid the supplier and the lower the risk that the supplier will end the relationship.  Buyers are 

considered to be more committed to a supplier if they are not in relationships with many other 

suppliers.  I find that suppliers which are in relationships with committed buyers have lower 

investment cash flow sensitivity than suppliers in relationships with less committed buyers.  

 Second, buyers are the residual claimant on the supplier’s investments.  As such, the benefits 

accrued to the suppliers will vary proportionately with the buyer’s stake in the supplier.  The stake 

that a buyer has in its supplier is measured as the proportion of the supplier’s total sales which they 

account for and the duration of the relationship.  The results indicate that the supplier’s sales to the 

major customer and length of the relationship are inversely proportional to the investment cash flow 

sensitivity of the supplier.  This is consistent with the theory that as the stake that the buyer has in the 

supplier increases so does their incentive to aid the supplier.  

 Further, suppliers in relationships have lower financing constraints at times when it matters 

the most.  Using the corporate bond spread and a recession index as proxies for the accessibility of 

external financing, I find that the investment-cash flow sensitivity of suppliers with major customers 

is less affected by macroeconomic cycles than their peers.  Finally, these effects are more pronounced 
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for firms in industries typified by a high degree of relationship specific assets.  The findings suggest 

that firm relationships can help to ease capital market frictions which affect a firm’s investment 

decisions. 

 The analysis in this paper is related to a number of distinct literatures in both corporate 

finance and financial intermediation.  First, this paper is related to the small but growing literature 

with in corporate finance that explores the impact of buyer-supplier relationships on firm’s financing 

and investment policy.  Existing research shows that relationships have a variety of both positive and 

negative effects.  And, depending on the influence of the relationship on the firm, some firm’s 

actively change their financial management policy to mitigate the costs and accentuate the benefits 

(Titman, 1984, Kale and Shahrur, 2007, and Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim 2008).    

This analysis also contributes to the financial intermediation literature by suggesting that like 

banks, buyers have an ability to collect information and monitor firms, mitigating capital market 

frictions.1  Due to their routine interactions, buyers and suppliers in relationships transmit soft 

information to each other.  While banks may have superior ability in this regard, interdependent firms 

should also have a similar ability to collect information at low cost.   

Finally, I build on the investment cash flow sensitivity literature pioneered by Fazzari, Hubbard 

and Petersen (1988) by acknowledging another distinction between financially constrained and 

unconstrained firms.  This paper demonstrates that interdependence reduces a firm’s sensitivity of 

investment to cash flow.  This finding is consistent with theory that firm relationships can help to 

ease capital market frictions which affect a firm’s investment decisions.  

Beginning with a review of the firm relationship literature, Section I establishes hypotheses 

regarding how and when firm relationships affect firm financing and investment.  Following this, I 

                                                   
1 See Diamond (1984), James (1987), and Billett, Flannery, and Garfinkel (1995) for evidence of banks ability to 
collect information.  
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provide a brief synopsis of work investigating the sensitivity of investment to cash flow with a focus 

on studies that examine the influence of capital market imperfections on real investment decisions.  

Section II describes the data set used in my study.  Section III presents evidence supporting the 

hypotheses.  Section IV, confirms the robustness of the results to differences in types of buyer and 

supplier firms.  Section V concludes.   

Firm Relationships and Internal Capital Markets 

Inter-Firm Relationships 

  To date, researchers have examined the effect of inter-firm collaboration and firm dependence 

on a number of factors that influence firms’ form and functioning, including sales, profit margin, 

transaction costs (Kalwani and Narayandas, 1995), distress costs (Hertzel, Li, Officer, and Rodgers, 

2006), information transmission costs (Gomes-Casseres, Hagedoorn, and Jaffe, 2008), and capital 

structure (Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim, 2008, and Kale and Shahrur, 2007).  I extend this line of 

research by documenting the effect of inter-firm relationships on firm financing and investment. 

 The effect of a relationship on a firm’s ability to access the external capital market is not 

clear.  On one hand, the risk inherent in being in a significant relationship may exacerbate financing 

frictions.  On the other hand, being in a significant relationship may be able to directly and/or 

indirectly ease financing frictions.  If firms in relationships have a vested interest in helping one 

another, then they can create an implicit inter-firm capital market to facilitate investment financing.  

In addition to internal capital market creation, implicit future commitments resulting from a 

relationship may enable suppliers to more easily acquire bank debt.  

Relationship costs 

 Maintaining a relationship with a major buyer can pose a number of risks to the supplier’s 

financial health.  By depending on one or more customers for a significant part of the company’s 

sales, suppliers open themselves up to the risk of losing a large portion of sales at once, which would 
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cripple their financial health.  The more goods that the supplier sells to the principal customer the 

more that the supplier loses if the buyer chooses to end the relationship.   

SEC 10-K reports include statements detailing the additional firm risk partnerships pose.  For 

example, in their June 28, 2003 annual report, Salton Inc. reported, “If we were to lose one or more 

of our major customers, our financial results would suffer.”  The statement continues: 

“We do not have long-term agreements with our major customers, and purchases are generally 
made through the use of individual purchase orders.  A significant reduction in purchases by 
any of these major customers . . . could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial 
condition and results of operations.”  

 Further, a reduction in sales may not be the customer’s choice but the result of financial 

distress or bankruptcy.  In particular, Hertzel, Li, Officer and Rodgers (2008) find that the contagion 

effects of buyer bankruptcy filings significantly affect the suppliers of filing firms.  Moreover, 

because these relationships rely on short-term and implicit contracting, their future remains uncertain, 

generating business risk which can exacerbate financial market frictions.  

 In addition to the risk of losing sales, when a supplier relies on one customer for a large 

portion of their sales, the buyer may gain bargaining power.  This power could enable the buyer to 

put pressure on the supplier to reduce prices and/or to extend trade credit.  Prominent examples of 

price pressure include Wal-Mart pressuring manufacturers to accept pricing terms or GM demanding 

price reductions from suppliers each year.  Price reductions reduce suppliers’ profit margins and free 

cash flows.  Similarly, the extension of trade credit reduces working capital.  Uncertainty about 

output prices and costs can generate cash constraints and increase business risk.   

Relationship benefits 

 While being in a relationship may be costly, the benefits may outweigh the costs.  Potential 

benefits from being in a relationship include reductions in business risk, financial market frictions, 
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and/or transaction costs.  These may result in higher operating profit, lower required working capital, 

and a greater ease with which to access capital.  Each of these benefits enhances firm value.  

 One specific way in which a relationship benefits a supplier is by generating information 

which is beneficial to the supplier.  It is believed that banks have a unique ability to collect 

information and monitor firms, mitigating capital market frictions.2  While banks may have expertise 

in this area, it is certainly plausible that the ability to collect information is not limited to them.  Due 

to their routine interactions, buyers and suppliers in relationships may transmit soft information to 

each other.   

 Similar to the manner in which banks acquire information about borrowers, suppliers may be 

able to acquire private information about their customers as the result of a continuing business 

relationship (Lummer and McConnell, 1989).  Through the course of business, buyers and suppliers 

have access to information unavailable to outsiders (Smith, 1987, Biais and Gollier, 1997).  Buyers 

and suppliers can observe each other’s inventory levels, inventory turnover, ability to pay, actual 

growth, and potential trouble.  Regular interaction can provide insights into management and also 

result in direct access to each other’s employees.  Further, buyers and suppliers have market/industry 

specific information.  Gomes-Casseres, Hagedoorn, and Jaffe (2006) find that the flow of knowledge 

between pairs of firms working together is greater than of the flow of knowledge between pairs of 

non-allied firms.  Although firms may not enter into explicit contracts specifying future interactions, 

over the course of the relationship the supplier can gain information about the buyer’s order schedule 

and financial position reducing transactions costs.  Successful reductions in transaction costs affect 

firm finances, improving profit margins.  Additionally, because the information is gained over the 

routine course of business it comes at a low cost.  Lower information costs may help to mitigate 

                                                   
2 For a theoretical explanation see Diamond (1984).  James (1987), and Billet, Flannery and Garfinkel (1995) 
provide empirical evidence. 
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incentive problems in capital markets which can limit the ability of cash constrained firms to make 

valuable investments.3   

 Another reason that relationships benefit suppliers is that buyers have an incentive to help 

their suppliers.  Although buyers are not stakeholders in the traditional sense, buyers have vested 

interest in the supplier’s financial well-being.  Buyers can benefit from suppliers’ successes and can 

be hurt when suppliers are in distress.  In effect, buyers in relationships become the residual 

claimants on their supplier’s projects, and vice versa.  That is, in addition to its traditional 

stakeholders, a supplier’s surplus may be allocated among its buyers.  For example, if a manufacturer 

upgrades its factory, resulting in the ability to generate goods at a lower cost, then part of the savings 

may be passed onto the buyer.  Therefore, if the supplier recognizes a positive NPV investment but 

lacks the liquidity to take advantage of the situation, their partner may be willing to support the 

investment because they are aware of the circumstances surrounding the event, and because they are 

also invested in the outcome.   

 Buyers also act like stakeholders because they may be harmed by supplier distress.  Supplier 

distress may cause buyers to worry about product quality, the value of warranties, and the continuity 

of supply and serviceability.  For example, in August 2008, Boeing announced it would miss its 

second quarter earnings projections in part because otherwise completed jetliners could not be 

delivered due to lack of suppliers’ inventory.  To resolve the issue, Boeing is helping its suppliers 

improve their operations (Michaels and Lunsford, 2008).  

 As stakeholders, buyers have a vested interest in ensuring the continued financial health of 

their suppliers.  As a result, buyers may aid suppliers by creating an inter-firm capital market to 

                                                   
3 The theoretical model of Myers and Majluf (1984); and the empirical evidence documented by Fazzari, Hubbard 
and Petersen (1988) and Hoshi, Kashyap, and Scharfstein (1991) speak to this point.   
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mitigate external capital market frictions.4  First, reducing the amount of trade credit extended by the 

supplier can ease credit constraints.  It is recognized that suppliers can provide buyers with liquidity 

by providing trade credit.  Biais and Gollier (1997) make the assumption that suppliers have private 

information about their buyers.  They show that a supplier’s private information helps to determine 

whether or not to grant trade credit and simultaneously helps to alleviate information asymmetries 

that would otherwise have precluded the financing of its buyers’ positive NPV projects.  Further, 

Nilsen (1994) offers evidence that when small firms are financially constrained as the result of 

monetary contractions, they react by using higher levels of trade credit from their suppliers.  While 

this shows that a supplier has private information about its buyers and incentives to help them the 

reciprocal arrangement may also exist. 

 Having discussed why a buyer has an incentive to assist a supplier, it remains to be 

determined how a buyer has the ability to assist its supplier.  A buyer can provide its supplier with 

additional liquidity by paying off trade debts and by accepting pricing terms favorable to the supplier.  

The majority of the trade credit literature assumes that the extension of trade credit is a one-sided 

decision made exclusively by the supplier.  However, the amount of trade credit outstanding is jointly 

determined by the amount offered by the supplier and the amount that the buyer chooses to accept.  

By paying on time, the buyer can reduce the supplier’s trade credit outstanding, lessening the 

supplier’s liquidity constraint. 

 Reducing trade credit is not the only means by which a buyer can support its supplier.  

Individual buyers and their suppliers negotiate the price of the goods or services to be purchased.  

While examples of Wal-Mart and GM are conspicuous, not all buyer-supplier relationships are one-

sided or adversarial.  A buyer can help to provide its supplier with financial liquidity by agreeing to 

                                                   
4 There are indeed other ways in which the supplier can help the buyer but they are outside the scope of this 
paper. 
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price increases when necessary.  For example, in 2005, the Tractor Supply Company reported in their 

SEC 10-K that “the Company is subject to market risk with respect to the pricing of certain 

products.”  The report continues by explaining that the ability (or inability) to pass the price increases 

on to their customers would materially affect the firm’s gross margins.  In another example, the 

world’s largest printer, RR Donnelley, recognized that they relied heavily on their paper and ink 

suppliers and that if the quality and reliability of supplies improved, the company could reduce waste 

and improve their bottom line.  Like many other firms, RR Donnelley encouraged suppliers to 

research potential improvements in both production and products.  The most striking feature of this 

arrangement is not that the buyer asked their supplier to improve its performance, but that RR 

Donnelley also offered to split any resultant savings with their suppliers (Lee, 2004). 

 Finally, being in a significant relationship can help relieve supplier credit constraints 

indirectly.  Being in a relationship with a financially stable buyer can reduce the risks of future cash 

flows, alleviating business risk.  As a result, banks may be more willing to lend to firms in 

relationships.  Therefore, the result of being in a relationship indirectly provides liquidity by enabling 

the supplier access to bank credit.   

Cross-sectional differences in the nature of relationships  

 While there may be some disadvantages to entering into a significant relationship, overall, the 

hypotheses presented imply that suppliers benefit from being in material relationships.  A variety of 

factors may contribute to cross-sectional differences in the nature and extent to which relationships 

affect financing and investment.  In addition to the general hypothesis that firms benefit from 

relationships, this paper proposes several specific hypotheses regarding the buyer, supplier, and 

relationship characteristics which influence the benefits of relationships. 

 First, the more committed a buyer is to the relationship, the greater its incentive to aid the 

supplier.  On November 16th, 2004 the Senior Producer and Correspondent Hedrick Smith stated on 
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Frontline that, “By figuring out how to exploit two powerful forces that converged in the '90s, the rise 

of information technology and the explosion of the global economy, Wal-Mart has changed the 

balance of power in the world of business.”  While manufacturers previously had the power in 

relationships, that may no longer be the case.  Now a few extremely large companies account for the 

sales of many dramatically smaller manufacturers.  Although the relationship is material to the 

supplier, it may be immaterial to the buyer.   

 The largest buyers in the sample account for a disproportionate number of the relationships 

studied.  The top 20 buyers in the sample account for nearly 50% of the firm-year relationship 

observations.  Wal-Mart is the most frequently reported buyer and accounts for the highest number of 

unique relationships and the greatest amount of sales.5  In contrast, buyers which are reported to be in 

relationships with exactly one supplier account for a mere 5% of the sample.  While the largest firms 

may have the greatest means to help their suppliers if they choose, they also have a market advantage 

and an ability to switch suppliers.  Therefore, firms in fewer relationships will be more committed to 

their relationships.  

 Second, suppliers will benefit more from relationships in which the buyer has a larger stake in 

the supplier.  One measure of the buyer’s stake in the supplier is the percentage of the supplier’s sales 

purchased by the buyer.  The higher the percentage of sales the buyer is responsible for the more of 

the benefit the buyer will reap from helping the supplier.  For example, when Ford renovated its Five 

Hundred series assembly plant, it asked a dozen of its critical suppliers to build factories within a few 

miles of the plant in order to implement a relatively new system of manufacturing referred to as a 

“modular” manufacturing.  Following this, Ford began outsourcing many of its components, rather 

                                                   
5 The other 19 buyers, in order of the number of buyer-supplier relationship-years, are General Motors, Ford, IBM, 
Chrysler, Sears, Amerisource Bergen, Cardinal Healthcare, Ingram Micro, J.C. Penney, General Electric, Motorola, 
Boeing, AT&T, Lucent Technologies, McKesson Drugs, Hewlett Packard, Nortel Networks, Home Depot, and Target.    
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than just individual parts, to these suppliers.  Due to their location, the factories were dedicated to 

Ford, and Ford made up the great majority of company wide sales for most of the suppliers.  As a 

result, investments made at these factories translated directly into higher quality and/or lower prices 

for Ford alone.   

 Another measure of the buyer’s stake is the length of the relationship.  At the beginning of a 

relationship, firms may not have fully committed to the relationship.  Over time, firms gain 

knowledge about each other, build trust, and increase interdependence.   Therefore, as the length of a 

relationship increases, so does the buyer’s incentive to support the supplier.  

 Third, suppliers in relationships that sell specialized products ought to be less liquidity 

constrained than their peers.  Financial constraint may force the supplier to scale back its operations, 

resulting in lower inventory, which has the potential to harm the buyer.  More seriously, illiquidity 

may risk firm liquidation.  Titman (1984) and Titman and Wessels (1988) argue that buyers face 

switching costs when their supplier is liquidated.  Further, these costs are especially high when the 

supplier’s products are unique.  Producers of unique products invest more heavily in relationship 

specific assets and therefore impose higher liquidation costs on their buyers.  Therefore, to avoid the 

costs imposed by supplier liquidation, buyers may be more willing to provide liquidity to their 

suppliers.  Alternatively, suppliers in relationships may choose to stay more liquid.   

 Both Kale and Shahrur (2007) and Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim (2008) provide evidence 

consistent with the disparity between manufacturers of unique and non-unique goods.  They show 

that for firms which produce unique goods, the strength of the buyer-supplier relationship is inversely 

proportional to the supplier’s leverage ratio.  Further, the effect of a relationship on leverage is 

weaker for manufacturers of non-unique goods.  
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 Firms in the durable goods industry are thought to produce more unique goods. I therefore 

compare the investment cash flow sensitivities of firms in durable goods industries to those in non-

durable goods industries.  Because many goods in the durable goods industry cannot be easily 

substituted, this effect of being in a relationship should be stronger for suppliers of durable goods 

relative to other industries.   

 Additionally, while capital market information problems arise at the firm level, financial 

constraints have a clear macroeconomic dimension because fluctuations in a firm’s cash flow and 

liquidity are correlated with the aggregate economy over the business cycle.  If buyers are harmed by 

supplier illiquidity, they should provide additional liquidity when market conditions demand it.  In 

other words, buyers should provide assistance when suppliers have difficulty accessing external 

capital.  One measure of the cost of accessing external capital is the spread between BBB and AAA 

rated bonds.  Widening of the spread indicates a decline in the external financial market’s willingness 

to fund risky investment.  Another measure of the cost of external capital is whether or not the 

country is in a recession because the cost of external financing rises during recessions.  Kayshap, 

Lamont and Stein (1994) study the 1981 – 1982 recession and present evidence that liquidity-

constrained firms contributed substantially to the overall inventory decline.  Following a tightening in 

monetary policy, Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) find that small firms account for a disproportionate 

share of the decline in manufacturing.  This is especially relevant since the average firm in the dataset 

is significantly smaller than the average manufacturing firm.6   

Liquidity, Investment, and Internal Capital Markets 

Models of simple perfect capital markets imply that, when cash flows fall due to market 

conditions, all firms should be similarly affected.  However, if capital markets are imperfect, then 

                                                   
6 For a discussion of firms size and other sample characteristic see Section II.   
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different firms will face different consequences as a result of changing economic environments.  

Specifically, firms without access to capital will have different behaviors than those which do.  Thus, 

if a buyer-supplier relationship reduces capital market frictions, then the capital expenditures of buyer 

and supplier will be less affected by price shocks than their independent peers. 

To test whether being in a relationship is related to a firm’s financial constraints, I turn to a 

large literature that documents the link between liquidity and investment.  I focus on a common 

theme of this work: that liquidity, defined as the availability of internal funds, should be an important 

determinant of investment when there are frictions in the capital market.  Work by Fazzari, Hubbard 

and Petersen (1988), Hoshi, Kayshap and Sharfstein (1991), Houston, James, and Marcus (1997), 

Lamont (1997), Shin and Stulz (1998), Rauh (2006), and Fee, Hadlock, and Pierce (2008) document 

a strong correlation between cash and investment.  Although this correlation is well-documented, the 

causation is more difficult to establish because both investment and cash flow are driven by 

underlying shocks to profitability.  Since exogenous instruments for cash that are uncorrelated with 

the profitability of investment are difficult to find, researchers have instead focused on examining the 

differences in cash-investment correlations between groups of firms hypothesized to have different 

dependencies on internal financing.  This paper follows this tradition.  Studies typically use panel 

data on firms to estimate: 

  

where the dependent variable is the ratio of capital expenditures to assets,  Ai,t-1 is a measure of 

book assets or fixed capital at the beginning of the period, Qi,t-1  is Tobin’s Q at the beginning of the 

period, and CFit is a measure of cash flow or cash stock.  To test the hypotheses that two groups of 

firms face different constraints, the coefficient β2 is compared across different firms with firms 

categorized according to different measures of financial constraints.   
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 This methodology has faced much criticism. In particular, this method relies on average Q to 

measure marginal Q which may generate measurement error.  However, for the mismeasurment of Q 

to affect the results in this paper, the error would have to differ systematically between firms which 

are in relationships and firms which are not.  Moreover, the error would have to differentially affect 

distinct sub-groups of firms and affect the firms differentially at over time for the results to obtain.  

Data Set  

Data Set Construction 

 The Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 14 – “Financial Reporting for 

Segments of Business Enterprise (SFAS No. 14) of the Financial Accounting Standards Board 

(FASB) requires that firms report information for segments that represent 10% or more of 

consolidated sales, for fiscal years ending after 1977.  This includes disclosure of sales to principal 

customers, if the revenue generated from sales to a particular customer exceeds 10% of revenue of 

the firm, or if the firm considers the sales important to its business.  Prior to 1997, suppliers were also 

required to report the customer’s name.  In 1997, the FASB issued SFAS 131, revising SFAS no. 14, 

which permitted firms to optionally report the customer’s name.  Customers and revenue from each 

customer is collected in the Compustat Segments Data.  My sample includes all U.S. manufacturing 

firms (primary SIC code within 2000 – 3990) which have assets exceeding $10 million included in 

Compustat with non-missing values of sales and total assets which have sales to a customer 

identifiable in Compustat between 1979 and 2006.7  The minimum size requirement reduces the noise 

created when scaling the variables.   

 For each firm, I identify whether its principal customer is listed in Compustat and assign it the 

corresponding firm identifier.  Identification of firm customers requires individual verification as the 

                                                   
7 Total assets are converted to 1984 dollars using the consumer price index. 
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names are not entered in the Segment data in a uniform way.8  I use a string matching algorithm to 

generate a list of potential matches to the customer’s name and then hand-match customers by 

inspecting the firm’s name segment and industry information.9  I am deliberately conservative in 

assigning customer names and firm identifiers in order to ensure that the customers are matched to 

the appropriate financial information.  After using the matching algorithm, I sort the dataset by firm 

name and year to confirm continuity over time.  In several cases it is clear from inspection that the 

buyer-supplier relationship has remained constant over time although the matching algorithm missed 

a section of years.10  Customers for which I could not identify a unique match are excluded from the 

sample.   

 Each year, a supplier can list multiple significant buyers in the Compustat sample.  To 

compare changes within each company, each firm should only have one observation per year.  I keep 

the buyer that accounts for the largest amount of firm revenue each year.  Including multiple 

borrowers per supplier as distinct firm-year observation produces erroneously small standard errors. 

 The sample includes 28 years (1979-2006) and covers a number of macroeconomic cycles.  

To account for changes over time, I supplement the Compustat data with additional data from three 

sources.  From the Bureau of Labor Statistics, I use the Consumer Price Index to adjust firm assets 

for inflation to 1984 dollars.  To evaluate the effects of recessions and monetary tightening, I include 

data on economic recessions from the National Bureau of Economics and corporate bond yields from 

Federal Reserve’s website.   

                                                   
8 For example, throughout Shiloh Industries 14 year relationship with General Motors Compustat reported their 
principal customer as “GEN MTR,” “GEN MOTORS,” and “General Motors Corp.” 

9 The SAS function Spedis is used to generate spelling distances.   

10 For example, in one year the matching algorithm had no problem matching the buyer “PENNEY (J.C.) CORP.  
INC.”to an existing Compustat firm.  The following  year for the same supplier the matching algorithm was unable 
to match the buyer “JCPenneys” to an existing Compustat firm.  
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 Finally, for several reasons, before analyzing the data firms in the 3 digit SIC Code (283)for 

drug manufacturers are omitted from the sample.  In the context of product market relationships, 

there is a continuum of organizational forms that range from distinct firms conducting arms-length 

transactions to complete vertical integration.  Fee, Hadlock, and Thomas (2006) investigate partial 

equity ownership which represents one form of this type of relationship.  Anecdotal evidence 

suggests that equity stakes are not coincidental in trading relationships, but rather they serve a role in 

maintaining such a relationship.  They find that equity stakes are more common when the supplier is 

an R&D intensive firm and when the companies have formal alliance agreements and conclude that 

the equity stake frequently serves two purposes.  First, the equity stake helps to align incentives and 

to help provide contractual completeness.  Second, many stakes represent newly issued shares 

indicating that it could serve to solve a financing constraint. 

 If the relationship is fully described and contracted, these firms should be omitted from the 

sample to avoid biasing the results.  To determine which firms should be omitted from the sample, I 

choose a random sub-sample of 250 firms.  For each of these firms, I downloaded their SEC 10-K 

reports from EDGAR and searched through the report for the name of their main trading partner to 

determine the nature of their relationship.  Of the 250 firms, I identified explicit block equity 

ownership or partial firm ownership as the result of a joint venture in 16 cases or 6.4% of the sub-

sample.  This is consistent with Fee, Hadlock, and Thomas (2006) who find that equity stakes exist in 

3.31% of all buyer-supplier relationships.  Of the 16 cases found 25% fall under the SIC sub-category 

283 which represents the creation and manufacture of drugs.  In no other 3 digit SIC code are there 

more than 2 cases.  In general, these firms are highly R&D intensive and require large amounts of 

capital up front.  Additionally, of the 40 firms in this industry more than 75% had explicitly outlined 

and contracted strategic alliances.  While the majority of manufacturers operate based on purchase 
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orders or cancelable contracts, biotechnology firms are dependent on large upfront investments and 

milestone payments from their “customers.” Firms in the SIC sub-category 283 are omitted from the 

sample.  This is further justified by the stream of literature devoted solely to characterizing and 

understanding the firms in the biotechnology field (i.e.  Lerner, Shane, and Tsai, 2003).     

Firm Matching 

 To provide the best possible test of the data, a matched sample is created to control for firm 

differences.  The reporting process requires that if sales to one particular buyer account for 10% or 

more of a supplier’s profit then the supplier must report the sales.  This biases the sample of suppliers 

towards the smaller firms in Compustat.11  Additionally, firm financing practices differ by industry.  

To control for the obvious difference in size and different industry practices, I create a one-to-one 

matched sample of firms which do not report relationships.  First, matched firms are chosen from a 

sample of firms that never report sales to a single customer as exceeding 10% of their revenues 

during the life of the firm.  Then, the matched firm is chosen from the subsample based on the year, 

3-digit SIC code, and net sales.  In the first year that a supplier identifies a buyer the independent firm 

in the same industry with the smallest absolute difference in net sales is chosen as the relationship 

firm’s match.  These firms remain matched over time.  In the event that the independent matched firm 

is de-listed from Compustat before the supplier stops listing a substantial buyer, another firm is 

substituted in its place using the same criteria from that year forward. 

 During the first year of each relationship, the median difference in firm size, measured by 

total assets, is a mere $1.59 million and is not statistically different from zero.  However, after the 

first year, the firms in relationships grow at a somewhat faster rate than their matched peers, resulting 

in an average difference of $63.37 million dollars.  This finding indicates two things.  First, the match 

                                                   
11 The average inflation adjusted firm size in Compustat over the sample period is $704 million dollars which is 
considerably larger than the supplier sample average of $451 million dollars.   
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achieves the goal of controlling for firm size. Second, the growth of suppliers in relationships 

outpaces their matched peers.  This suggests that firm relationships are beneficial to the supplier.  

Results 

Univariate Evidence 

 Table 2-1 reports the mean, median and standard deviation of firm characteristics for 

suppliers in relationships, matched suppliers which do not report relationships, and pairwise 

differences between each supplier and its match.  The average difference is found by first taking the 

difference of each firm and its specific intra-industry size-matched firm each year and then finding 

the average of the differences.  This method controls for differences in industry and to a lesser extent 

firm size.  

 The results in Table 2-1 provide conflicting evidence regarding the benefits and costs of being 

in a relationship.  Despite having customers which account for a larger percent of their total sales, 

suppliers in relationships have lower accounts receivable relative to net sales than their matched 

peers.  This frees up working capital and is a benefit to being in a relationship.  Additionally, firms in 

relationships have greater sales relative to total assets than their matched peers.  Dependent suppliers 

have higher relative amounts of investment and R&D congruent with the findings of Banerjee, 

Dasgupta and Kim (2008).  On the other hand, in contrast to the findings of Kalwani and Narayandas 

(1995), dependent suppliers appear to be less profitable as measured by operating profit margin and 

return on assets. 

 The influence of relationships on firm value is influenced by the nature of the firm.  Tables 2-

2 and 2-3 divide the sample of firms into two groups, durable and non-durable goods manufacturers, 

respectively.  Table 2-3 reveals that among durable goods manufacturers, the benefits of relationships 

include lower accounts receivable and larger potential growth (as measured by Q).  Relationship costs 

include larger cash holdings and lower return on assets and operating profit margin.  It is interesting 
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to note that variability of both cash flow and investment is larger for firms in relationships than their 

matched peers as measured by the standard deviation.   

 Turning to non-durable goods manufacturers, Table 2-3 indicates that among non-durable 

goods manufacturers, suppliers in relationships have lower accounts receivables than their matched 

peers.  Non-durable goods manufacturers in relationships also have higher sales as a ratio of total 

assets indicating that they are more efficient with their capital and have lower transaction costs.  

Further, non-durable goods manufacturers in relationships hold lower cash reserves.  This may 

indicate one of two things.  One possibility is that holding less cash is a symptom of financial 

distress, because these firms cannot raise enough cash.  Another possibility is that the presence of a 

large customer reduces business risk and allows a supplier in a relationship to safely hold less cash 

allowing firms to earn greater returns on their capital.   

 Comparing the statistics in Tables 2-2 and 2-3 offers some insights into the differences 

between durable and non-durable goods manufacturers.  Supporting the theory that durable goods 

manufacturers offer unique goods, durable goods manufacturers spend more money on both capital 

expenditures and research and development as a percent of total assets than non-durable goods 

manufacturers.  Additionally, durable goods manufacturers have larger growth potential than non-

durable goods manufacturers.  However, durable goods manufacturers have considerably lower 

returns on assets and operating profit margins than non-durable goods manufacturers.  

 Further, Tables 2-2 and 2-3 reveal interesting differences regarding how relationships affect 

the different types of firms.  Among both types of firms, suppliers in relationships have lower 

accounts receivable than their matched peers.  Further, both types of firms benefit from a higher sales 

to asset ratio.   
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 While there are some similarities between the influence of a relationship on durable and non-

durable manufacturers, there are also many differences.  Durable goods manufacturers hold more 

cash than their matched peers while non-durable goods manufacturers hold less cash.  Relationships 

also influence cash holdings and investment differently for durable and non-durable goods.  Further, 

the variability of cash flow and investment is much larger among durable goods manufacturers than it 

is among non-durable goods manufacturers.  As the sensitivity of investment to cash flow is the 

primary effect studied in this paper, the influence of a relationship on the sensitivity of investment to 

cash flow is investigated separately for these different groups of firms.   

 After evaluating the differences between suppliers which are in relationships and independent 

firms, I turn to differences among the group of suppliers in relationships.  The firms that are in 

relationships are split into groups based on the principal buyer’s stake in the supplier.  First, firms are 

divided into groups based on the strength of each relationship which is measured by the percent of 

sales to the buyer.  Then, suppliers are divided into groups based on the length of their relationship.   

 Table 2-4 compares the mean and median values for suppliers which are in relationships 

grouped by the strength (percent of sales to the buyer) of their relationship each year.  Surprisingly, 

there does not appear to be a high correlation between the number of years in a relationship nor firm 

age and the percent of revenue from a customer.  Firm size is affected by the grouping.  Smaller 

suppliers, as measured by both total assets and net sales, tend to be most dependent on one buyer.  

Smaller firms are also the ones that find it hardest to acquire external financing.  So, it is for these 

firms that access to capital via a relationship may be most important.  As the strength of the 

relationship increases, accounts receivable to total assets decreases.  While the result appears to be 

economically significant, it is not statistically significant.  Surprisingly, when comparing group 1 to 

group 2 the leverage ratio does not decrease significantly.  When comparing group 2 to group 3 we 
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see that the market leverage ratio decreases as relationship strength increases, consistent with the 

results of Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim (2007) and Kale and Sharur (2008).12  Profitability as 

measured by return on assets, cash flow to assets, and operating profit margin, declines as supplier 

dependence increases.    

 Table 2-5 compares the mean and median values for dependent suppliers grouped by the 

length of their relationship each year.  As a result, every firm in the second group is in the first group 

for all 4 years.  Indeed, firm age is in part mechanically related to the number of years that firms are 

in relationships.  A firm cannot be in a relationship for more than 4 years if it is not more than 4 years 

old.  As firms tend to grow in size over time, the average firm in a longer relationship is significantly 

larger, as measured by total assets, than firms in shorter relationships.  By this measure, suppliers in 

longer relationships are larger, as opposed to the previous specification in which smaller firms 

accounted for a larger percentage of sales to one buyer.   

 The majority of firm differences follow the opposite pattern of the previous table which 

compared firms based on the percent of sales to the primary buyer.  Both total assets and net sales 

increase with relationship length and decrease as percent of sales to the primary buyer increases.  

Further, as the length of the relationship increases, both leverage and profitability increase.  

Simultaneously, overall investment and investment in R&D decrease as the length of the relationship 

increases.  But, these all increase as the percent of sales to the buyer increases.  If the sensitivity of 

investment to cash flow declines as each of the measures of relationship dependence increases then 

we can conclude that it is due to the influence of the relationship not other firm characteristics.  

To confirm that the difference across groups is not the result of differences in firm age and size, 

I use a difference-in-difference approach.  First, for each firm characteristic I find the difference in 

                                                   
12 A replication of the multivariate regression in Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim’s (2008) Table VII confirms the 
efficacy of the dataset. 
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value between each firm in a relationship and its match.  Then I average these to find the mean 

difference after controlling for firm size, age and industry.  Then, I compare the differences of the 

average value between the two groups according to length of the relationship.  The Satterthwaite p-

value for the difference between the groups of the average difference is shown.  The results confirm 

that for (almost) all of the firm characteristics there is a statistically significant difference between 

firms in relationships for 1 – 4 years and firms in relationships for 5 or more years.  

 The one difference that remains constant across groups is the most critical to this study.  As 

relationship length increases, accounts receivable decreases.  Paying off trade credit in a timely 

fashion is one way by which buyers can influence the financial liquidity of their suppliers.  While 

admittedly weak, this provides one of the first pieces of evidence that relationships can ease financial 

frictions.  

Sensitivity of Investment to Cash Flow 

 As shown above, in general, firms in relationships have less accounts receivable outstanding.  

This demonstrates that buyers have the means to ease their supplier’s financing constraints.  As 

discussed in Section II, this is not the only way a buyer can influence its supplier’s financial liquidity.  

They may also do so both directly, by agreeing to price concessions, or indirectly, by reducing firm 

risk and thus improving the chance that a supplier can acquire a bank loan.  Alternatively, suppliers in 

relationships may actively pursue higher levels of cash or lower levels of debt in an effort to be less 

liquidity constrained.  To determine if the presence of a material buyer eases a supplier’s financial 

constraints, I utilize the methodology pioneered by Fazzari, Hubbard and Petersen (1988).  The 

regressions include investment, cash flow and Q.  To eliminate the effects of scale, I normalize 

investment and cash flow by the firm’s total assets at the beginning of the year.  Firm fixed effects 

are included to absorb sources of variation which may be undesirable due to their correlation with 

investment opportunities.  Because the sample corresponds to years in which stages of the business 
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cycle differ, the regressions include yearly dummies for each year except 1980.  The coefficients of 

the dummy variables are not reported in the tables.   

 Capital expenditure taken from the firm’s statement of cash flow (data128) is the measure of 

investment used.  Cash flow is defined as income plus depreciation and amortization (data18 + 

data14).  Because depreciation and amortization are non-cash charges they should be added back to 

determine the true cash flow.  The theory predicts that Tobin’s Q should be the only determinant of 

investment.  Tobin’s Q is defined as the market value of equity plus the book value of assets minus 

the book value of equity all divided by the book value of assets.  A standard criticism of this literature 

is that liquidity proxies for an important omitted variable, namely the profitability of investment.  

When a firm’s liquidity is high, it is likely to be doing well and it should have good investment 

opportunities.  Thus, it is not surprising that they invest more.  To control for this, most researchers 

try to control for the value of investment opportunities by including Tobin’s Q in the equation.  

However, it is a distinct possibility that Q is mismeasured.  Therefore, instead of estimating the effect 

of liquidity on investment for all firms, I separate the firms according to a priori beliefs about how 

liquidity should affect investment.   

 Table 2-6 compares firms in relationships to the matched sample of firms which do not report 

being in a relationship.  Firm cash flow is interacted with a dummy variable which indicates whether 

the firm is in a relationship.  If a buyer either directly or indirectly helps to provide liquidity for the 

supplier, then the investment cash flow sensitivity of suppliers in relationships should be smaller than 

their matched peers.  The results in Table 2-6 support this conclusion.  At the most aggregate level, 

being in a relationship lowers a firm’s sensitivity of investment to cash flow. However, the result is 

not economically or statistically significant.  This is expected as there are a variety of types of firms 

and relationships pooled together.  
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 Columns 2 and 3 of Table 2-6 divide the sample into groups of firms which manufacture 

durable and non-durable goods, respectively.  Durable goods have primary SIC codes from 3400 to 

3990.  Durable goods are unique and require relationship specific investments.  Among these firms, 

being in a relationship may be more valuable to the buyer when the relationship is functioning 

properly and more risky and costly when it is not.  In column 2, among durable goods manufacturers, 

there is not a significant difference between the investment cash flow sensitivity of firms in 

relationships relative to independent firms.  In column 3, the results for non-durable goods are 

consistent with the prediction.  Firms in relationships have significantly lower sensitivity of 

investment to cash flow.  Together these results imply that relationships affect firm financing and 

investment and that being in a relationship affects firms in durable goods industries differently than 

firms in nondurable goods industries. 

 Table 2-7 shows the effect of a buyer’s commitment to the supplier.  In this table, cash flow is 

interacted with a dummy variable indicating whether the firm is in a relationship with one of the top 

20 buyers based on the number of relationships that are reported for the buyer.  Here, cash flow is 

interacted with a dummy variable which indicates whether the firm is in a relationship with a buyer 

which is not one of the top 20 buyers.  Therefore, the results indicate the marginal effect of being in 

each one of these types of relationships relative to not being in a relationship at all.  Presumably, the 

fewer relationships a buyer is in, the more the buyer will be committed to each individual 

relationship.  

 The results in Table 2-7 are consistent with the hypothesis that buyers of easily substitutable 

goods, which have the ability to easily switch suppliers, do not alter the cash flow sensitivity of the 

suppliers which sell to them.  Among non-durable goods manufacturers, there is no difference 

between being in a relationship with one of the top 20 buyers and not being in a relationship at all.  
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However, for buyers with an incentive to aid their suppliers, that is buyers which engage in only a 

few important relationships, non-durable goods suppliers display lower sensitivity of investment to 

cash flow.13  

 Table 2-8 shows the effect of the size of the buyer’s stake in the supplier on investment cash 

flow sensitivity.  In columns 1, 2 and 3, the buyer’s stake in the supplier is proxied for by the percent 

of sales to the buyer.  Unlike papers that categorize firms once for all of the years of the firm’s life, 

here firms can change groups as their relationship strength changes.  The first group of firms report 

that a buyer accounts for less than 25% of their sales.  The second group reports that a buyer accounts 

for 25% - 50% of their sales.  Firms in the final group have a buyer which accounts for more than 

50% of their sales.  I then divide the firms into groups based on the current length of the relationship.  

Cash flow is interacted with an indicator for whether the relationship has lasted for more or less than 

4 years.  The table reports the marginal difference between being in each group relative to not being 

in a relationship at all.   

 Table 2-8 column 2 reports results for the set of durable goods manufacturers while column 3 

reports non-durable goods manufacturers.  The results in Table 2-8 demonstrate that inter-firm 

relationships help to ease a supplier’s liquidity constraints, at least for firms in the strongest 

relationships.  However, firms in the weakest relationships (those with less than 25% of their sales to 

their largest buyer) are indistinguishable from firms which are not in relationships.  As the strength of 

the relationship increases, investment cash flow sensitivity falls.   

                                                   
13  To test the robustness of these results, I investigate the marginal difference between the sensitivity of not being 
in a relationship to being in a relationship with different types of buyers.  The results are not tabulated but 
available upon request. First, cash flow is interacted with the buyer being a retailer or wholesaler (SIC 5000 – 
5999).  In a second set of tests, cash flow is interacted with the buyer being a manufacturer (SIC 2000 – 3990).  
Both provide results consistent with those found in Table 3, but neither provide any further insight into the 
specific types of relationships which are beneficial to suppliers. 
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 The latter columns in Table 2-8 report the estimates of investment equations for 

manufacturers grouped by their relationship length.  Firms must be in the first group in order to 

appear in the second group.  The results are reported for the full sample from 1980 – 2006 and then 

results are reported again for the subsample from 1984 – 2006.  During the years 1980 – 1983, any 

firm that reports a relationship is determined to have been in the relationship for less than 4 years due 

sample construction.  Regression results from subsample of firms from 1984 – 2006 are reported to 

eliminate the bias that could come from placing firms in longer relationships in the first sub-category.   

 Among durable goods manufacturers in the full sample from 1980 – 2006, the cash flow 

coefficient is negative and significant when firms have been in relationships for more than 4 years.  

This suggests that when firms are in relationships for longer periods of time, they become less 

liquidity constrained.  This is not the case for non-durable goods manufacturers.  While the cash flow 

coefficient is negative for firms in longer relationships, it is not statistically significant.  

 Among durable goods manufacturers in the sub-sample from 1984 - 2006, the cash flow 

coefficient decreases as relationship length increases.  This further supports the above conclusion that 

inter-firm dependence eases capital market frictions by mitigating liquidity constraints.  This 

additional evidence is a critical piece of the puzzle.  Without this finding, one could claim that other 

firm characteristics such as size cause spurious results.  However, while firm size is inversely related 

to relationship strength, it is positively related to relationship length.  This confirms that the results 

are driven by relationship characteristics rather than from omitted firm characteristics.   

 Among non-durable goods manufacturers, the results are not statistically significant.  

Although being in a relationship reduces the sensitivity of investment to cash flow, length does not 

affect the strength of the results.  This is consistent with how durable and non-durable goods 
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manufacturers differ.  Since they invest in relationship specific assets, durable goods manufacturers 

stand to gain more from relationships over time compared to non-durable goods manufacturers.  

 Tables 6 and 7 provide evidence that macroeconomic policy affects both firm financing and 

investment.  By studying an exogenous shock to credit and economic cycles we can determine the 

influence of relationships on liquidity constraints.  If a buyer is harmed by supplier illiquidity, then 

they should provide additional liquidity when demanded by market conditions.  Recessions are 

characterized by an inaccessibility of external finance.  The economy is defined to be in a recession 

for a year if the economy is classified by the NBER as being in a recession for at least 6 months of 

that year.  I construct a recession indicator variable which is equal to one if the U.S. economy is in a 

recession for the year and zero if not.   

 Table 2-9 column 1 confirms that firms have greater liquidity constraints during recessions.  

In the first 3 columns, firm cash flows are interacted with indicators for whether the country is in a 

recession.  Across all specifications, investment is more sensitive to cash flow during recession years.   

 In Table 2-9 columns 4, 5, and 6, both suppliers in relationships and independent suppliers’ 

cash flows are independently interacted with the recession indicator.  This allows multiple 

comparisons.  First, for suppliers in relationships there is not a significant difference in cash flows 

between recession years and non-recession years.  Interestingly, these firms do not show more 

liquidity constraints during a recession.  This is consistent with the hypothesis that additional 

liquidity is available to firms in relationships during times when accessing external capital is most 

difficult.  However, for independent firms there is a significant difference between recession and non-

recession years, consistent with the proposed theory that relationships provide liquidity (or in this 

case that lack of a relationship fails to provide liquidity).   
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 Initially, Table 2-7 reported that independent firms were less liquidity constrained than firms 

in relationships.  However, comparing firms during recessions offers a different picture.  Comparing 

the investment cash flow sensitivity of durable goods manufacturers in relationships to those not in 

relationships during recessions indicates that when suppliers need it most, liquidity is provided.   

 To confirm the robustness of these results, I use an alternative measure of the cost of 

accessing external capital, namely the spread between BBB and AAA rated bonds, by Moody’s.  

Widening of the spread indicates a decline in the external financial market’s willingness to fund risky 

investment.  Again, I create an indicator variable for the difficulty of accessing external capital.  The 

indicator is equal to 1 when the spread is above the 75th percentile of the years in the sample.   

 Table 2-10 reports the results of the regressions in which cash flow is interacted with the 

spread dummy.  The main results are the same as in Table 2-9.  First, on average, firms are 

significantly more liquidity constrained when accessibility of external capital is limited.  Second, 

among durable-goods manufacturers these results show no differences.  That is, the F-test cannot 

reject the hypothesis that the coefficients are the same.  So, when the credit spread widens, dependent 

durable goods suppliers are no more liquidity constrained than otherwise.  Finally, when the credit 

spread widens, firms in relationships are less liquidity constrained than their independent 

counterparts.  Table 2-10 also provides additional evidence of the difference between durable and 

non-durable goods manufacturers.  The results are consistent with relationships influencing durable 

goods manufacturers but not non-durable goods manufacturers.   

Conclusion 

Over the past few decades, there has been a surge in the prevalence and importance of 

significant buyer-supplier relationships.  Clearly, relationships have both costs and benefits.  Despite 

this, little extant literature addresses how major relationships influence firm financing and investment 
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policy.  This paper addresses one facet of this complex issue, namely the effects of being in a firm 

relationship on supplier investment cash flow sensitivity.   

This paper provides evidence that suppliers in relationships are less affected by capital market 

frictions.  At the most aggregate level, suppliers in significant relationships demonstrate lower 

investment cash flow sensitivity than their independent peers, indicating that suppliers in 

relationships are less liquidity constrained than their peers.  All of the tests are based on an industry 

and size matched sample to ensure differences across industries do not influence the results.  

In theory, the more committed a buyer is to a relationship, the greater their incentive to help the 

supplier.  The empirical results indicate that this is the case.  Buyers reported to be in only a few 

relationships affect the sensitivity of investment to cash flow of their suppliers.  In contrast, suppliers 

in relationships with the largest buyers (who can easily switch suppliers) are no better off than their 

independent peers.  This is consistent with the hypothesis that suppliers in relationships with more 

committed buyers face lower financing frictions.    

 Using the percent of supplier’s sales from the principal buyer and the length of the 

relationship as proxies for the buyer’s stake in a relationship, I find that as the buyer’s stake in its 

supplier increases the supplier’s sensitivity of investment to cash flow decreases.  This is consistent 

with the idea that, in effect, the buyer is the residual claimant on its supplier’s investments.  

Therefore, as the buyer’s stake in the supplier increases, the buyer’s incentive to aid the supplier 

increases as well.   

 Further, using the corporate bond spread and a recession index as proxies for the accessibility 

of external financing, I find that the investment to cash flow sensitivity of suppliers with principal 

customers is less affected by macroeconomic cycles than the sensitivity of their peers.  This result is 

consistent with the theory that, when necessary, firms in relationships face lower financing frictions. 
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 Finally, firms in the durable goods industry are thought to produce more unique products and 

invest more heavily in relationship specific assets and therefore impose higher liquidation costs on 

buyers.  Consistent with this idea, I find that the effects are more pronounced for firms in industries 

with a high degree of relationship specific investments.  Consequently, I find evidence consistent 

with the idea that being in a relationship helps to ease capital market frictions which affect supplier’s 

investments.
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Table 2-1. Characteristics of firms in relationships compared to a matched sample 

 
 
This table shows the mean, median, and standard deviations of firm characteristics for the sample of U.S. manufacturing firms from 1980 – 2006 which are in 
identifiable relationships.  For each supplier a matched firm is chosen based on the suppliers industry, firm sales and year.  For each firm characteristic, I find the 
difference between the supplier and the matched independent firm and then take the average.  Total Assets is firm assets (data6) adjusted for inflation to 1984 
dollars using the Consumer Price Index.  AR/S is total firm receivables (data2) divided by net firm sales (data12).  The market leverage ratio is defined as long 
term debt divided by the book assets minus book equity plus market equity (data9 / (data6 - data60 + (data199 * data25)).  Book leverage is defined as total long 
term debt (data9) divided by total assets.  ROA is income before extraordinary items (data18) divided by total assets.  Cash flow is the sum of income before 
extraordinary items and depreciation and amortization (data18 + data14) divided by total assets.  Cash holdings / TA is cash and short term receivables (data1) 
divided by total assets.  Sales/TA is net firm sales (data12) divided by total assets.  Operating Profit Margin is the difference between operating income before 
depreciation and depreciation and amortization (data13-data14) divided by net firm sales.  Q is defined as market equity plus book debt divided by the book 
value of firm assets (((data199*data25) + data6 - data216)/(data181 + data216)).  Investment/TA is determined by capital expenditures (data128) scaled by total 
assets.  R&D is the research and development expenses of a firm (data46) divided by total assets.  When Compustat reports this value as missing, it is assumed to 
be zero.  All variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles.  The student’s T-test is used to determine if the means are statistically different from zero. 
The Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test is used to determine if the median is statistically different from zero.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at 
the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.   
 

Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median 
Total Assets 451.58 82.25 1132.01 393.48 78.06 1048.54 63.37 *** 3.79 *** 
Net Sales 509.92 102.20 1252.74 405.09 93.04 1038.28 118.99 *** 2.21 *** 
AR/S 0.164 0.153 0.070 0.172 0.160 0.081 -0.011 *** -0.005 *** 
Leverage Ratio (Market) 0.137 0.094 0.147 0.136 0.086 0.150 0.000 0.000 
Leverage Ratio (Book) 0.170 0.131 0.172 0.165 0.121 0.173 0.003 0.000 * 
ROA -0.003 0.039 0.169 0.011 0.041 0.141 -0.015 *** -0.005 *** 
Cash Flow/ TA 0.044 0.080 0.159 0.055 0.080 0.133 -0.011 *** -0.002 *** 
Cash Holdings / TA 0.155 0.073 0.185 0.144 0.075 0.167 0.011 *** 0.000 *** 
Sales / TA 1.273 1.229 0.559 1.230 1.168 0.542 0.044 *** 0.034 *** 
Operating Profit Margin 0.011 0.062 0.262 0.035 0.066 0.213 -0.027 *** -0.005 *** 
Q 1.636 1.311 1.020 1.614 1.289 1.026 0.022 0.021 ** 
Investment / TA 0.059 0.046 0.049 0.052 0.040 0.042 0.008 *** 0.004 *** 
R&D / TA 0.055 0.025 0.074 0.040 0.017 0.055 0.017 *** 0.001 *** 

All firms 
Pairwise differences Matched Sample Firms in Relationships 
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Table 2-2. Characteristics of durable goods manufacturers in relationships compared to a matched sample 

 
 
This table shows the mean, median, and standard deviations of firm characteristics for the sample of U.S. manufacturing firms from 1980 – 2006 which are in 
identifiable relationships.  For each supplier a matched firm is chosen based on the suppliers industry, firm sales and year.  For each firm characteristic, I find the 
difference between the supplier and the matched independent firm and then take the average.  Total Assets is firm assets (data6) adjusted for inflation to 1984 
dollars using the Consumer Price Index.  AR/S is total firm receivables (data2) divided by net firm sales (data12).  The market leverage ratio is defined as long 
term debt divided by the book assets minus book equity plus market equity (data9 / (data6 - data60 + (data199 * data25)).  Book leverage is defined as total long 
term debt (data9) divided by total assets.  ROA is income before extraordinary items (data18) divided by total assets.  Cash flow is the sum of income before 
extraordinary items and depreciation and amortization (data18 + data14) divided by total assets.  Cash holdings / TA is cash and short term receivables (data1) 
divided by total assets.  Sales/TA is net firm sales (data12) divided by total assets.  Operating Profit Margin is the difference between operating income before 
depreciation and depreciation and amortization (data13-data14) divided by net firm sales.  Q is defined as market equity plus book debt divided by the book 
value of firm assets (((data199*data25) + data6 - data216)/(data181 + data216)).  Investment/TA is determined by capital expenditures (data128) scaled by total 
assets.  R&D is the research and development expenses of a firm (data46) divided by total assets.  When Compustat reports this value as missing, it is assumed to 
be zero.  All variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles.  The student’s T-test is used to determine if the means are statistically different from zero. 
The Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test is used to determine if the median is statistically different from zero.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at 
the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.   

 

Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median 
Total Assets 412.09 73.03 1078.29 392.52 68.71 1131.34 37.76 *** 3.61 *** 
Net Sales 453.82 81.52 1195.91 395.17 75.85 1114.98 89.53 *** 1.18 *** 
AR/S 0.176 0.162 0.071 0.183 0.169 0.083 -0.010 *** -0.005 *** 
Leverage Ratio (Market) 0.116 0.068 0.136 0.119 0.065 0.143 -0.003 0.000 
Leverage Ratio (Book) 0.147 0.101 0.160 0.146 0.088 0.171 -0.001 0.000 
ROA -0.013 0.037 0.183 0.002 0.038 0.152 -0.016 *** -0.004 *** 
Cash Flow/ TA 0.036 0.080 0.171 0.045 0.075 0.143 -0.010 *** 0.001 
Cash Holdings / TA 0.189 0.114 0.200 0.167 0.099 0.177 0.022 *** 0.002 *** 
Sales / TA 1.176 1.141 0.519 1.173 1.099 0.521 0.004 0.013 
Operating Profit Margin -0.008 0.061 0.299 0.021 0.062 0.240 -0.032 *** -0.004 *** 
Q 1.719 1.369 1.090 1.632 1.315 1.012 0.087 *** 0.044 *** 
Investment / TA 0.060 0.046 0.050 0.048 0.037 0.041 0.012 *** 0.007 *** 
R&D / TA 0.072 0.047 0.079 0.053 0.034 0.060 0.022 *** 0.009 *** 

Pairwise differences Firms in Relationships Matched Sample 
Durable Goods 
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Table 2-3. Characteristics of non-durable goods manufacturers in relationships compared to a matched sample 

 
 

This table shows the mean, median, and standard deviations of firm characteristics for the sample of U.S. manufacturing firms from 1980 – 2006 which are in 
identifiable relationships.  For each supplier a matched firm is chosen based on the suppliers industry, firm sales and year.  For each firm characteristic, I find the 
difference between the supplier and the matched independent firm and then take the average.  Total Assets is firm assets (data6) adjusted for inflation to 1984 
dollars using the Consumer Price Index.  AR/S is total firm receivables (data2) divided by net firm sales (data12).  The market leverage ratio is defined as long 
term debt divided by the book assets minus book equity plus market equity (data9 / (data6 - data60 + (data199 * data25)).  Book leverage is defined as total long 
term debt (data9) divided by total assets.  ROA is income before extraordinary items (data18) divided by total assets.  Cash flow is the sum of income before 
extraordinary items and depreciation and amortization (data18 + data14) divided by total assets.  Cash holdings / TA is cash and short term receivables (data1) 
divided by total assets.  Sales/TA is net firm sales (data12) divided by total assets.  Operating Profit Margin is the difference between operating income before 
depreciation and depreciation and amortization (data13-data14) divided by net firm sales.  Q is defined as market equity plus book debt divided by the book 
value of firm assets (((data199*data25) + data6 - data216)/(data181 + data216)).  Investment/TA is determined by capital expenditures (data128) scaled by total 
assets.  R&D is the research and development expenses of a firm (data46) divided by total assets.  When Compustat reports this value as missing, it is assumed to 
be zero.  All variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles.  The student’s T-test is used to determine if the means are statistically different from zero. 
The Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test is used to determine if the median is statistically different from zero.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at 
the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.   

 

Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median 
Total Assets 541.50 111.47 1241.27 395.67 108.28 829.84 121.70 *** 4.69 *** 
Net Sales 637.69 161.70 1365.08 427.68 136.27 837.5 186.08 *** 10.57 *** 
AR/S 0.136 0.132 0.057 0.145 0.137 0.069 -0.012 *** -0.006 *** 
Leverage Ratio (Market) 0.183 0.149 0.159 0.176 0.139 0.157 0.006 0.003 
Leverage Ratio (Book) 0.221 0.193 0.186 0.209 0.189 0.168 0.013 *** 0.002 * 
ROA 0.019 0.041 0.130 0.033 0.047 0.106 -0.013 *** -0.006 *** 
Cash Flow/ TA 0.062 0.082 0.125 0.078 0.090 0.104 -0.016 *** -0.008 *** 
Cash Holdings / TA 0.079 0.032 0.111 0.092 0.036 0.125 -0.012 *** -0.002 *** 
Sales / TA 1.493 1.453 0.585 1.361 1.307 0.565 0.136 *** 0.090 *** 
Operating Profit Margin 0.054 0.064 0.137 0.066 0.075 0.126 -0.016 *** -0.005 *** 
Q 1.446 1.199 0.806 1.575 1.219 1.056 -0.125 *** -0.032 *** 
Investment / TA 0.056 0.044 0.046 0.059 0.049 0.044 -0.002 * -0.004 *** 
R&D / TA 0.012 0.000 0.028 0.007 0.000 0.016 0.004 *** 0.000 *** 

Pairwise differences Firms in Relationships Matched Sample 
Non-Durable Goods 
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Table 2-4. Cross-sectional differences of firms in relationships by customer sales 

Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median Std. Dev.
Revenue from Buyer 0.144 0.140 0.052 0.342 0.330 0.069 0.649 0.618 0.124 -30.39 *** -19.10 ***   
Years in Relat 4.383 3 3.884 5.298 4 4.266 4.787 4 3.413 -17.50 *** 5.60 ***
Firm Age 10.890 9 6.808 10.330 9 6.792 8.785 7 5.984 3.43 *** 6.05 ***
Total Assets 538.06 98.53 1253.04 231.59 60.78 650.62 162.71 39.30 641.8 42.69 *** 56.41 *** 0.000 *** 0.346
Net Sales 599.37 118.77 1362.57 283.08 74.88 823.13 208.78 42.89 902.14 40.64 *** 51.90 *** 0.000 *** 0.683
AR/S 0.165 0.155 0.067 0.161 0.148 0.074 0.154 0.137 0.086 0.61 0.49 0.561 0.005 ***
Leverage Ratio (Market) 0.139 0.096 0.147 0.139 0.098 0.150 0.100 0.046 0.123 0.02 2.25 ** 0.260 0.026 **
Leverage Ratio (Book) 0.174 0.135 0.173 0.166 0.125 0.172 0.128 0.068 0.153 0.73 2.00 ** 0.083 * 0.301
ROA 0.001 0.039 0.163 -0.012 0.036 0.177 -0.026 0.033 0.201 1.26 0.63 0.334 0.729
Cash Flow/ TA 0.048 0.081 0.153 0.036 0.077 0.167 0.024 0.081 0.188 1.13 0.57 0.664 0.663
Cash Holdings / TA 0.147 0.070 0.174 0.160 0.064 0.198 0.235 0.156 0.232 -1.15 -3.26 *** 0.298 0.000 ***
Sales / TA 1.264 1.219 0.532 1.317 1.286 0.613 1.220 1.142 0.670 -2.68 *** 2.48 ** 0.076 * 0.933
Operating Profit Margin 0.027 0.064 0.218 -0.018 0.056 0.316 -0.087 0.051 0.454 3.25 *** 2.19 ** 0.004 ** 0.134
Q 1.634 1.319 0.995 1.572 1.268 1.000 1.883 1.385 1.317 2.42 ** -5.78 *** 0.385 0.000 ***
Investment / TA 0.058 0.045 0.047 0.060 0.046 0.052 0.066 0.052 0.057 -0.48 -0.53 0.000 *** 0.061 *
R&D / TA 0.053 0.025 0.070 0.057 0.021 0.080 0.070 0.032 0.094 -0.58 -0.86 0.004 *** 0.069 *

Group 1 - 2 Group 2 - 3
P-Value for diff. in differences> 50%25% - 50%10% <  25% T-stat for diff. between means

Group 2 - 3Group 1 - 2

 
 

This table shows the mean, median and standard deviation of firm characteristics for the sample of U.S. manufacturing firms from 1980 – 2006 which are in 
identifiable relationships.  The sample is divided into groups based on the degree of supplier dependence.  In Panel A firms are divided according to the strength 
of the relationship defined by the percent of sales derived from the firms largest customer.  In Panel B firms are divided according to the length of the 
relationship where firms that are in the first 4 years of their relationships are in the first columns and firms in their fifth or greater year of relationship are in the 
latter columns.  The null hypothesis tested is that the there is no difference between the means of the different groups.  The t-value corresponding to the 
difference of means is shown.  P-value states the Satterthwaite value for the probability that the difference between the two groups (where the value used for each 
group is the average of the difference between the firm and its match) is statistically significant. Revenue from the buyer is defined as the amount of sales from 
the largest buyer divided by net sales. Years in relationship is the total number of years prior to the reporting year that the supplier lists the buyer as a material 
customer. Firm age is the number of years that the firm is listed in Compustat beginning in 1980. For definitions of the remaining variables see Table 2-1 
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Table 2-5. Cross-sectional differences of firms in relationships by relationship length 

Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median Std. Dev.
Revenue from Buyer 0.205 0.160 0.146 0.233 0.190 0.151 -3.43 ***
Years in Relat 2.290 2 1.059 8.56 7 3.975 -171.94 ***
Firm Age 9.350 7 6.679 12.92 12 6.309 -26.97 *** 0.000 ***
Total Assets 370.58 70.82 1011.84 590.60 110.56 1301.32 -29.24 *** 0.011 **
Net Sales 403.63 83.47 1083.40 692.36 143.70 1481.95 -36.97 *** 0.000 ***
AR/S 0.167 0.155 0.074 0.159 0.150 0.062 1.45 0.027 **
Leverage Ratio (Market) 0.130 0.078 0.147 0.149 0.115 0.145 -2.34 ** 0.009 ***
Leverage Ratio (Book) 0.163 0.116 0.173 0.182 0.152 0.170 -2.13 ** 0.144
ROA -0.013 0.037 0.186 0.014 0.042 0.133 -3.19 *** 0.000 ***
Cash Flow/ TA 0.034 0.077 0.174 0.061 0.084 0.126 -3.36 *** 0.000 ***
Cash Holdings / TA 0.177 0.092 0.198 0.117 0.049 0.151 6.85 *** 0.000 ***
Sales / TA 1.225 1.173 0.569 1.354 1.308 0.532 -8.18 *** 0.000 ***
Operating Profit Margin -0.009 0.061 0.310 0.045 0.063 0.141 -5.61 *** 0.000 ***
Q 1.732 1.355 1.12985 1.470 1.258 0.76843 12.91 *** 0.000 ***
Investment / TA 0.060 0.045 0.051662 0.057 0.046 0.044263 0.71 0.745
R&D / TA 0.062 0.029 0.07962 0.043 0.020 0.06053 3.31 *** 0.000 ***

1 - 4 Years
P-value for 

difference in 
differences

T-stat for 
difference 

between means
5+ Years

 
 
This table shows the mean, median and standard deviation of firm characteristics for the sample of U.S. manufacturing firms from 1980 – 2006 which are in 
identifiable relationships.  The sample is divided into groups based on the degree of supplier dependence.  In Panel A firms are divided according to the strength 
of the relationship defined by the percent of sales derived from the firms largest customer.  In Panel B firms are divided according to the length of the 
relationship where firms that are in the first 4 years of their relationships are in the first columns and firms in their fifth or greater year of relationship are in the 
latter columns.  The null hypothesis tested is that the there is no difference between the means of the different groups.  The t-value corresponding to the 
difference of means is shown.  P-value states the Satterthwaite value for the probability that the difference between the two groups (where the value used for each 
group is the average of the difference between the firm and its match) is statistically significant. Revenue from the buyer is defined as the amount of sales from 
the largest buyer divided by net sales. Years in relationship is the total number of years prior to the reporting year that the supplier lists the buyer as a material 
customer. Firm age is the number of years that the firm is listed in Compustat beginning in 1980. For definitions of the remaining variables see Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-6. Investment-Cash Flow Sensitivity 

Cash Flow 0.076 *** 0.067 *** 0.115 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Cash Flow * Firm in Relat Dum -0.006 0.012 -0.026 **
(0.366) (0.184) (0.017)

Q 0.014 *** 0.013 *** 0.017 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Intercept 0.012 *** 0.013 *** 0.010 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.008)

Number of Obs. 18489 12824 5665
Number of Groups 2850 1925 925
R2 0.19 0.21 0.17

All Firms Durable Non-Dur.

 
 
Table 2-3 reports panel regressions in which the dependent variable is investment divided by beginning of 
the period total assets.  All models include unreported year dummies and firm fixed effects.  The sample 
includes only U.S. manufacturing firms from 1980 – 2006 which are in identifiable relationships and their 
matched peers.  Cash flow is scaled by beginning of period total assets and interacted with a dummy which 
takes the value of one when the firm is in the given sample.  P-values are shown in parentheses.  Q is a 
beginning of period value.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 
10% levels, respectively.  
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Table 2-7. Investment-Cash Flow Sensitivity of Committed Firms 

Cash Flow 0.076 *** 0.067 *** 0.115 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Cash Flow * Top 20 Buyer 0.007 0.011 -0.013
(0.358) (0.240) (0.456)

Cash Flow * Buyer not in Top 20 0.005 0.013 -0.039 **
(0.498) (0.113) (0.034)

Q 0.014 *** 0.013 *** 0.017 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Intercept 0.012 *** 0.013 *** 0.010 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.009)

Number of Obs. 18489 12824 5665
Number of Groups 2850 1925 925
R2 0.19 0.21 0.17

All Firms Durable Non-Dur.

 
 
Table 2-4 reports panel regressions in which the dependent variable is investment divided by beginning of 
the period total assets.  All models include unreported year dummies and firm fixed effects.  The sample 
includes only U.S. manufacturing firms from 1980 – 2006 which are in identifiable relationships and their 
matched peers.  Cash flow is scaled by beginning of period total assets and interacted with a dummy which 
takes the value of one when the firm is in the given sample.  P-values are shown in parentheses.  Q is a 
beginning of period value.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 
10% levels, respectively.   
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Table 2-8. Investment-Cash Flow Sensitivity by Buyer’s Stake in the Supplier 

Cash Flow 0.075 *** 0.067 *** 0.115 *** 0.076 *** 0.067 *** 0.114 *** 0.065 *** 0.068 *** 0.098 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Cash Flow * Buyer accounts for 10% - 25% of Sales 0.004 -0.008 -0.021
     (0.606) (0.333) (0.195)
Cash Flow * Buyer accounts for 25% - 50% of Sales 0.013 -0.023 ** -0.038 *

(0.149) (0.023) (0.077)
Cash Flow * Buyer accounts for  > 50% of Sales 0.007 -0.028 ** -0.046 **

(0.586) (0.022) (0.024)
Cash Flow * Relationship is 1 - 4 years old 0.009 0.018 ** -0.034 ** -0.015 ** -0.013 * -0.024

(0.200) (0.020) (0.041) (0.040) (0.082) (0.173)
Cash Flow * Relationship > 4 years old -0.001 -0.015 * -0.011 0.005 -0.023 *** 0.007

(0.875) (0.062) (0.561) (0.543) (0.004) (0.72)
Q 0.014 *** 0.013 *** 0.017 *** 0.014 *** 0.013 *** 0.017 *** 0.013 *** 0.012 *** 0.016 ***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Intercept 0.012 *** 0.013 *** 0.010 *** 0.013 *** 0.013 *** 0.009 *** 0.014 *** 0.015 *** 0.011 ***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.008) (0.000) (0.000) (0.015) (0.000) (0.000) (0.003)
Number of Obs. 18489 12824 5665 18489 12824 5665 16818 11761 5057
Number of Groups 2850 1925 925 2850 1925 925 2679 1823 856
R2 0.19 0.21 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.17 0.20 0.21 0.17

All Firms Durable Non-Dur.
1984 - 20061980 - 20061980 - 2006

All Firms Durable Non-Dur.All Firms Durable Non-Dur.

 
 

Table 2-5 reports panel regressions in which the dependent variable is investment divided by beginning of the period total assets.  All models include unreported 
year dummies and firm fixed effects.  The sample includes only U.S. manufacturing firms which are in identifiable relationships and their matched peers.  The 
first 6 columns include observations from 1980 – 2006 while the last 3 columns only include observations from 1984 - 2006. Cash flow is scaled by beginning of 
period total assets and interacted with a dummy which takes the value of one when the firm is in the given sample.  The sample is divided into groups based on 
the degree of supplier dependence.  Strength groups are determined by the percent of sales derived from the firms largest customer.  Suppliers in Group 1 sell less 
than 25%, Group 2 sells 25 – 50%, and group 3 sells more than 50%  of their goods to their main buyer.  Length groups are determined by the length of the 
relationship where firms in the first 4 years of their relationships are in the first group and firms in their 5 or greater year of relationship are in group 2.  P-values 
are shown in parentheses.  Q is a beginning of period value.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, 
respectively.
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Table 2-9. Differences in Investment-Cash Flow Sensitivity during Recessions 

Cash Flow 0.077 *** 0.072 *** 0.095 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Cash Flow * Recession 0.015 * 0.020 ** 0.030 *
(0.053) (0.027) (0.098)

β1: Cash Flow * Relationship * Recession 0.094 *** 0.083 *** 0.128 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

β2: Cash Flow * Relationship * NOT a Recession 0.080 *** 0.078 *** 0.085 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

β3: Cash Flow * No Relat * Recession 0.090 *** 0.096 *** 0.128 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

β4: Cash Flow *No Relat * NOT a Recession 0.073 *** 0.062 *** 0.113 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Q 0.014 *** 0.013 *** 0.017 *** 0.014 *** 0.013 *** 0.017 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Intercept 0.013 *** 0.013 *** 0.010 *** 0.013 *** 0.013 *** 0.010 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.006) (0.000) (0.000) (0.007)

P-Value for from the F-Test
H0: β1 = β2 0.163 0.659 0.057 *
H0: β1 = β3 0.791 0.089 * 0.997
H0: β2 = β4 0.333 0.007 *** 0.085 *
H0: β3 = β4 0.119 0.019 ** 0.051 *
Number of Obs. 18489 12824 5665 18489 12824 5665
Number of Groups 2850 1925 925 2850 1925 925
R2 0.19 0.21 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.17

Durable Non-Dur.All Firms All Firms Durable Non-Dur.

  
Table 2-6 reports panel regressions in which the dependent variable is investment divided by beginning of the period total assets.  All models include unreported 
year dummies and firm fixed effects.  The sample includes only U.S. manufacturing firms from 1980 – 2006 which are in identifiable relationships and their 
matched peers.  Cash flow is also scaled by beginning of period total assets and interacted with a dummy which takes the value of one when the firm is in the 
given sample.  P-values are shown in parentheses.  Q is a beginning of period value.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, 
and 10% levels, respectively.   
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Table 2-10. Investment-Cash Flow Sensitivity over Macro-Economic Cycles 

Cash Flow 0.076 *** 0.074 *** 0.081 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Cash Flow * Wide Spread 0.031 *** 0.022 *** 0.106 ***
(0.005) (0.01) (0.000)

β1: Cash Flow * Relationship  * Wide Spread 0.106 *** 0.079 *** 0.182 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

β2: Cash Flow * Relationship * Narrow Spread 0.076 *** 0.077 *** 0.071 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

β3: Cash Flow * No Relat * Wide Spread 0.082 *** 0.082 *** 0.198 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

β4: Cash Flow * No Relat * Narrow Spread 0.075 *** 0.066 *** 0.099 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Q 0.014 *** 0.013 *** 0.017 *** 0.014 *** 0.013 *** 0.016 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Intercept 0.013 *** 0.013 *** 0.012 *** 0.013 *** 0.013 *** 0.012 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.002) (0.000) (0.000) (0.002)

P-Value for from the F-Test
H0: β1 = β2 0.001 *** 0.291 0.000 ***
H0: β1 = β3 0.048 ** 0.013 ** 0.547
H0: β2 = β4 0.813 0.038 ** 0.097 *
H0: β3 = β4 0.518 0.015 ** 0.000 ***
Number of Obs. 18489 12824 5665 18489 12824 5665
Number of Groups 2850 1925 925 2850 1925 925
R2 0.19 0.21 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.18

All Firms Durable Non-Dur. All Firms Durable Non-Dur.

 
 
Table 2-7 reports panel regressions in which the dependent variable is investment divided by beginning of the period total assets.  All models include unreported 
year dummies and firm fixed effects.  The sample includes only U.S. manufacturing firms from 1980 – 2006 which are in identifiable relationships and their 
matched peers.  Cash flow is also scaled by beginning of period total assets and interacted with a dummy which takes the value of one when the firm is in the 
given sample.  P-values are shown in parentheses.  Q is a beginning of period value.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, 
and 10% levels, respectively.   
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CHAPTER 3 
CASH HOLDINGS AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SUPPLIERS 

Since Keynes (1936) proposed the transaction, precaution, and speculation motivations for 

holding cash, financial economists have sought to more fully understand the motivations of a 

firm’s cash holdings.  Research on this topic has provided important insight into the effect of 

agency issues, information asymmetries, bankruptcy costs, taxes, and other financial frictions on 

corporate cash holdings.1  I contribute to the cash holding literature by investigating how inter-

firm relationships affect the supplier’s motivation for holding cash.  

Being in a relationship with a buyer may affect a supplier’s motivation for holding cash in 

a number of distinct ways.  First, building on Keynes original proposition, suppliers in 

relationships may hold additional cash as a precautionary measure.  If one customer comprises a 

large portion of the supplier’s sales, then the loss of that one customer will result in a large 

adverse cash flow shock.  That is, the sale of a large portion of goods to one particular customer 

induces operating risk.  The greater the risk, the more cash firms will hold as a precaution.  In 

contrast to this theory, as the relationship becomes more important to the buyer and supplier, it 

becomes less likely that relationship will end abruptly. This may reduce operating risk 

encouraging the suppliers to hold less precautionary cash.   

  Prior work in this area is restricted to the belief that firm boundaries are determined 

strictly through explicit contracts. However, buyer-supplier relationships rely heavily on implicit 

contracting and over time the buyer and supplier may become stakeholders in one another.  

Recognizing that the firm may be comprised of both implicit and explicit contracts provides an 

                                                   
1Extant research finds that a a variety of factors influence firm cash holdings including the following; the 
effect of agency issues and information asymmetries Jensen (1986), Mikkleson and Partch (2003), and 
Harford, Mansi, Maxwell (2009), bankruptcy costs Opler, Pinkowitz, Stulz, Williamson (1999), Bates, Kahle, 
Stulz (2009),  Almeida, Campello, Weisbach (2004),  Acharaya, Almeida, Campello (2007), taxes Foley, 
Hartzell, Titman and Twite (2007), relative product market position Haushalter, Klasa, and Maxwell (2007) 
and relative strength of labor unions Klasa, Maxwell and Ortiz-Molina (2009).  
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additional motivation for cash holdings.  I hypothesize that as a commitment to their customers, 

suppliers will maintain higher cash holdings because a supplier can use cash holdings to induce 

buyers to make specialized investments in relationship specific assets. This hypothesis is based 

on the work of Titman (1984) which suggests that as part of their relationship a supplier may 

require its customers to undertake investments that lose value if the supplier encounters financial 

distress.  A supplier’s higher cash holdings provide a valuable signal to the buyer that the 

supplier is and will remain financially stable.  The empirical implication of this hypothesis is that 

suppliers which expect their buyers to engage in specialized investments will hold higher levels 

of cash.  

 In order to test these hypotheses, using Compustat data, I construct a buyer-supplier 

relationship dataset.  The Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 14 (which was later 

supplanted by SFAS No. 131) requires that firms report information for segments that represent 

10% or more of consolidated sales.  This includes disclosure of sales to principal customers, if 

the revenue generated from sales to a particular customer exceeds 10% of revenue of the firm, or 

if the firm considers the sales important to its business.    

 Based on this dataset, I investigate when and how buyer-supplier relationships affect 

supplier cash holdings.  I find that even after controlling for profitability, firm size, leverage, the 

ease with which firms can access capital markets, growth opportunities, the availability of 

natural hedges, and a number of other control variables, firms which are in relationships hold 

more cash on average than firms not in relationships.  Further, I find that as the importance of the 

relationship increases, measured by the percent of sales and sales concentrations to the reported 

customers, so does a supplier’s cash holdings.  These results are consistent with both the 

commitment and precautionary motivations for holding cash.  
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 Further, I investigate how differences in buyer and supplier characteristics affect supplier 

cash holdings.  According to Titman (1984) and Titman and Wessels (1988) manufacturers of 

unique goods depend more on relationship specific assets than manufacturers of non-unique 

goods.  Therefore, buyers of unique goods have a greater stake in the financial welfare of their 

suppliers. If the primary motivation for cash holdings is as a commitment device, then unique 

goods manufacturers in relationships should hold more cash than non-unique goods 

manufacturers.  Using the supplier’s industry and R&D spending as proxies for the uniqueness of 

the goods sold, I find that supplying unique goods mitigates the relation between customer 

importance and cash holdings. This evidence does not support the commitment hypothesis.  

However, the evidence is consistent with the precautionary motivation.  According to this 

hypothesis, greater switching costs make it less likely that a buyer will end the relationship 

abruptly. As a result, supplying unique goods lessens the operating risk of being in a relationship.  

 Next, I study the influence of market position on the association between the importance 

of the relationship and cash holdings.  If the supplier produces an output for which there are few 

alternatives, then the buyer will require a greater commitment from the supplier. In contrast, with 

few alternatives, the buyer will be less likely to end the relationship abruptly. This decreases the 

risk to the supplier and reduces the need to hold cash as a precaution. Using the industry-adjusted 

price-cost margin and the industry Herfindahl-Hirschman Index as proxies for market position, I 

find that the association between the importance of the customers and cash holdings is more 

important for suppliers in which there are few alternative suppliers. This is consistent with the 

commitment motivation for cash holdings.  

 Finally, certain buyers may help to provide stability. Government agencies are not likely 

to go out of business or to become unable to make payments.  So, being in a relationship with a 
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government agency does not induce the same operating risk as being in a relationship with a 

private firm.  As a result, if suppliers hold cash as a precaution against the risk of an adverse cash 

flow shock then firms in relationships with non-government firms should hold more cash then 

firms in relationships with government agencies (such as the military). This is indeed what the 

evidence shows.  Overall, the evidence in this paper is consistent with both the precautionary and 

commitment motives for holding cash.  

 This study contributes to the literature on the determinants of corporate cash holdings.  In 

particular, I provide new evidence that buyer-supplier relationships effect both the motivation for 

and the amount of cash holding.  Prior work suggests alternative motivations for cash holdings.  

Additionally, this study contributes to the small but growing body of literature that examines 

how corporate financial policy decisions are affected by strategic interactions between buyers 

and suppliers.  Understanding the link between corporate cash holdings and a firm relationship is 

important since the ability of a firm to compete in the market depends on its relationships with its 

suppliers and customers.   

This paper proceeds as follows. Following a brief review of the literature, Section 2 

discusses three possible hypothesis of how and why inter-firm relationships affect corporate cash 

holdings.  Section 3 describes the data set used in my study.  Section 4 presents evidence used to 

distinguish between the hypotheses.  Section 5 concludes.   

 Related Literature and Testable Hypotheses  

Cash Holding 

 Holding cash provides firms with benefits and costs.  Among the benefits, corporate cash 

holdings may serve as a risk management tool (Bates, Kahle, and Stulz 2009).  Indeed, 

Acharaya, Almeida, and Campello (2007) provide evidence that cash holdings are distinct from 

maintaining low leverage and benefit companies by serving as a risk management tool.  Cash 
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used as a risk management tool can be especially valuable to firms with high external financing 

costs and large growth opportunities by reducing under investment problems (Opler, Pinkowitz, 

Stulz, and Williamson 1999 and Mikkleson and Parch 2003).  Used in this way, cash holdings 

provide benefits similar to the use of derivatives (as described by Froot, Scharfstein and Stein 

1993).  Further, Haushalter, Klasa and Maxwell (2007) find that holding cash enables firms to 

successfully compete in product markets by allowing firms to fully invest in growth 

opportunities.   

 On the other hand, holding cash may be disadvantageous.  Holding cash may result in 

reductions in valuable investments.  In firms with agency problems, cash holdings provide 

managers with the opportunity to invest in value-decreasing projects (Jensen 1986).   Consistent 

with this hypothesis, Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007) and Harford, Mansi, and Maxwell (2009) 

provide evidence suggesting that entrenched managers are more likely to build excess cash 

balances, but then spend this excess cash quickly.   

Buyer-Supplier Relationships 

If the firm is merely a nexus of explicit contracts, each piece can be evaluated 

independently and the value of the firm is simply the sum of its parts.   According to this theory 

of the firm, inter-firm relationships are merely contracts that can be replicated at market 

determined prices.   As a result, relationships between firms should not affect firm value, 

financing policy nor investment policy.   But, if the firm is considered to be a nexus of both 

implicit and explicit contracts (e.g., Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy, 2002), then each firm is 

unique and its value becomes greater than the sum of components which are readily available in 

the market place.   Inter-firm relationships, which rely heavily on implicit contracting (Macaulay, 

1963), therefore may affect firm functioning and the value of the firm (Zingales, 2000).    
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 Suppliers which sell more than 10% of their goods or services to one particular buyer are 

required by the FASB to report both the level of sales and the name of the buyer.  For the 

remainder of the paper, I will refer to suppliers which sell more than 10% of their goods or 

services to one or more buyers as being in a “relationship” with the buyer.  These relationships 

affect financing policy and investment policy.  To date, researchers have examined the effect of 

inter-firm relationships on a number of factors that influence firms’ form and functioning, 

including sales, profit margin, transaction costs (Kalwani and Narayandas, 1995), distress costs 

(Hertzel, Li, Officer, and Rodgers, 2008), information transmission costs (Gomes-Casseres, 

Hagedoorn, and Jaffe, 2008), bargaining power (Fee and Thomas, 2004 and  Brown, Fee, and 

Thomas, 2009) and capital structure (Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim 2008, and Kale and Shahrur 

2007).   I hypothesize that relationships affect the supplier’s cash holdings in a number of 

distinct ways.   

The Effect of Buyer-Supplier Relationships on Cash Holdings   

 Relationships between buyer and supplier sometimes necessitate specialized investments.  

For these suppliers, the ability to induce buyers to undertake investments in these specialized 

investments is necessary for successful firm operation. Further, these specialized investments 

have lower value outside of the particular business relationship because the assets are specific to 

the particular context. As a result, these relationship specific assets lose value if the supplier 

enters into financial distress or liquidation.   

 Take for example the case of the supplier, Ducommun Incorporated, and their primary 

buyer, Boeing.  Ducommun Incorporated designs, engineers, and manufactures complex 
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aerostructure components.2  An important feature of this relationship is that completion of 

Boeing’s 777 relies on delivery of Ducommun’s components.  Financial distress may render 

Ducommun unable to deliver its product in a timely fashion.  Without Ducommun’s parts, 

Boeing cannot deliver the plane.  Each additional day that the plane is not delivered increases 

Boeing’s labor, storage and financing costs.  Value loss results from the fact that Boeing has 

made specialized investments. Further, it is more costly to redesign the 787 based on inputs from 

another supplier.3  For this reason, one should expect buyers to limit their relationships with 

suppliers that are expected to face future financial difficulties.   

 One way for suppliers to avoid buyer underinvestment is to signal the firm’s long term 

financial viability to its customers.  In other words, the supplier can commit to a financial policy 

that takes into consideration the effect of financial distress on the buyer by choosing to hold high 

levels of cash.  Suppliers can maintain financial viability by holding a large cash reserve as a 

hedge against financial instability.  If a supplier is selling to a large number of customers then the 

product is not likely to require specialized investments in relationship specific assets.  Therefore, 

if commitment to their buyer is a supplier’s main motivation for holding cash, then suppliers in 

relationships should hold more cash than suppliers with many customers.   

 Titman (1984) and Titman and Wessels (1988) argue that buyers face switching costs 

when their supplier is liquidated. Further, these costs are greater when the supplier’s products are 

unique.  Therefore, buyers of unique goods have a greater stake in the financial welfare of their 

                                                   
2In the SEC 10-K report dated January 31, 2006 the management of Ducummon stated,  

“The Company Is Dependent on Boeing Commercial Aircraft. . . The Company’s sales for Boeing commercial 
aircraft and the C-17 aircraft are principally for new aircraft production; and the Company’s sales for the 
Apache helicopter are principally for replacement rotor blades. Any significant change in production rates for 
these programs would have a material effect on the Company’s results of operations and cash flows. In addition, 
there is no guarantee that the Company’s current significant customers will continue to buy products from the 
Company at current levels. The loss of a key customer could have a material adverse effect on the Company.”  

3 Recently, Boeing acknowledged that a slowdown of less technologically advanced parts such as seats and 
customized gallies was slowing down production was taking a toll on its bottom line (Michaels and Lunsford 2008).  
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suppliers and require a greater commitment from the supplier. If commitment to the buyer is a 

supplier’s motivation for holding cash then suppliers of unique goods should hold more cash 

than suppliers of non-unique goods.    

 Both Kale and Shahrur (2007) and Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim (2008) provide evidence 

consistent with the disparity between unique and non-unique goods manufacturers.   They show 

that for firms which produce unique goods, the strength of the buyer-supplier relationship is 

inversely proportional to the supplier’s leverage ratio.   Further, the effect of a relationship on 

leverage is weaker for manufacturers of non-unique goods.  As pointed out by Opler, Pinkowitz, 

Stulz and Willliamson (1999), most of the variables that are associated with higher cash levels 

are related to variables that are also known to be associated with low debt.  Therefore, we might 

expect that in addition to motivating suppliers to maintain lower leverage ratios, commitments to 

their buyers also motivate suppliers to maintain larger cash reserves.   

 While one motivation for a supplier to hold additional cash may be to protect the buyer, 

another compelling reason for a supplier to hold additional cash is to protect itself. In this case, 

holding cash benefits the supplier by reducing the likelihood of incurring financial distress costs 

if the firm’s operations do not generate sufficient cash flow. Selling a large portion of goods to 

one particular buyer induces operating risk due to the potential for highly variable future cash 

flows.  By depending on one or more customers for a significant part of the company’s sales, 

suppliers can potentially lose a large portion of sales at once for unexpected and idiosyncratic 

reasons, which could cripple their financial health.  This is not the case for firms which do not 

rely on one significant customer but instead have a diversified range of customers.  For suppliers 

that sell their goods to many buyers, the loss of one customer for idiosyncratic reasons does not 

impact the operating performance of the firm.    
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 The more goods that the supplier sells to a principal customer, the more that supplier 

loses if the buyer ends the relationship.  Indeed, SEC 10-K reports include statements detailing 

the additional operational risk partnerships pose.   For example, in their June 28, 2003 annual 

report, Salton Inc. reported, “If we were to lose one or more of our major customers, our 

financial results would suffer.”  The statement continues: 

“We do not have long-term agreements with our major customers, and purchases are 
generally made through the use of individual purchase orders.   A significant reduction in 
purchases by any of these major customers . . . could have a material adverse effect on our 
business, financial condition and results of operations.”  

 As a result, firms which rely on one or a few customers for a large proportion of their 

sales may have a higher expected probability of financial distress than firm with a large 

diversified sales base.   Further, a reduction in sales may not be the customer’s choice but the 

result of financial distress or bankruptcy of the customer.   In particular, Hertzel, Li, Officer and 

Rodgers (2008) study bankruptcy contagion and find that buyer bankruptcy filings significantly 

affect the suppliers which are in relationships with the filing firms.    

 Firms in relationships have higher expected financial distress costs because they have a 

higher risk of adverse cash flow shocks and as a result a higher risk of distress.  Opler, 

Pinkowitz, Stulz, Williamson (1999) argue that  holding higher levels of cash is one way in 

which firms hedge against adverse cash flow shocks. Thus firms in relationships may hold higher 

amounts of cash to protect themselves against the risk of financial distress.  Further, if precaution 

against financial distress is the primary motivation for firms to hold cash, then both the strength 

and concentration of the relationship should be proportionately related to the supplier’s cash 

holdings.  While the commitment motivation for holding larger cash reserves is primarily to 

entice the buyer to invest in relationship specific assets, the precautionary motive for holding 

cash is to protect the firm itself from financial distress.   
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 The theory that firms in relationships hold more cash for precautionary reasons is based 

on the assumption that being in a relationship increases operating risk and as a result raises the 

cost of financial distress. However, not all relationships increase the supplier’s operating risk.  

Once in a relationship, the buyer may not have the desire or the ability to end the relationship.  A 

supplier which supplies goods for which there are few alternatives leaves the buyer with no other 

options.  Additionally, a supplier which has made relationship specific investments may generate 

switching cost large enough that it becomes prohibitively expensive for the buyer to change 

suppliers.  In both of these cases, a large buyer may provide the supplier with a stable sales base 

mitigating some of the supplier’s operating risk.  As a result, supplier will need to hold less cash 

as a hedge against future uncertainty.  

 In addition, certain buyers may help to provide stability for the suppliers.  Many 

American suppliers sell their goods to the U.S. government.  The government is likely to 

represent a more stable source of demand than other principal customers due to its high 

creditworthiness.  Therefore, a supplier which sells a large portion of its goods directly to the 

government should not suffer from higher expected risk of financial distress relative to a supplier 

which sells its goods to non-government companies.  As a result, if the precautionary motive is 

the primary reason for firms to hold cash then firms which sell to non-government companies 

should hold more cash than suppliers in relationships with the government.   

Data 

Sources 

 The Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 14 – “Financial Reporting for 

Segments of Business Enterprise (SFAS No. 14) of the Financial Accounting Standards Board 

(FASB) requires that firms report information for segments that represent 10% or more of 

consolidated sales, for fiscal years ending after 1977.  This includes disclosure of sales to 
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principal customers, if the revenue generated from sales to a particular customer exceeds 10% of 

revenue of the firm.   Prior to 1997, in addition to the 10% cutoff, suppliers had to report buyers 

if the sales to the buyer were considered important for business operations and suppliers were 

required to report the customer’s name.  In 1997, the FASB issued SFAS 131, revising SFAS no. 

14, which permitted firms to optionally report the customer’s name.  To maintain consistency 

throughout time, firms which report customers which account for less than 10% of sales are 

omitted from the relationship sample.  Robustness tests (reported later) confirm that the policy 

change does not affect the results. Customers and revenue from each customer is collected in the 

Compustat Segments Data.  My sample includes all U.S. manufacturing firms (primary SIC code 

within 2000 – 3990) included in Compustat with non-missing values of sales and total assets in 

Compustat between 1979 and 2006.4   

 For each firm customer reported, I identify whether the customer is listed in Compustat 

and assign it the corresponding firm identifier.  Identification of firm customers requires 

individual verification as the names are not entered in the Segment data in a uniform way.5  I use 

a string matching algorithm to generate a list of potential matches to the customer’s name and 

then hand-match customers by inspecting the firm’s name segment and industry information.6  I 

am deliberately conservative in assigning customer names and firm identifiers in order to ensure 

that the customers are matched to the appropriate financial information.  After using the 

matching algorithm, I sort the dataset by firm name and year to confirm continuity over time.  In 

several cases it is clear from inspection that the buyer-supplier relationship has remained 

                                                   
4 Total assets are converted to 1984 dollars using the consumer price index. 

5 For example, throughout Shiloh Industries 14 year relationship with General Motors Compustat reported 
their principal customer as “GEN MTR,” “GEN MOTORS,” and “General Motors Corp.” 

6 The SAS function Spedis is used to generate spelling distances.   
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constant over time although the matching algorithm missed a section of years.7  I correct these 

errors by hand. The sample includes 28 years (1979-2006) and covers a number of 

macroeconomic cycles.  To account for changes over time, I supplement the Compustat data with 

additional data from three sources.  From the Bureau of Labor Statistics, I use the Consumer 

Price Index to adjust firm assets for inflation to 1984 dollars. 

   Before analyzing the data, firms in the 3 digit SIC Code (283) for drug manufacturers are 

omitted from the sample.  In the context of product market relationships, there is a continuum of 

organizational forms that range from distinct firms conducting arms-length transactions to 

complete vertical integration.  Fee, Hadlock, and Thomas (2006) investigate partial equity 

ownership which represents one form of this type of relationship.  Anecdotal evidence suggests 

that equity stakes are not coincidental in trading relationships, but rather they serve a role in 

maintaining such a relationship.  They find that equity stakes are more common when the 

supplier is an R&D intensive firm and when the companies have formal alliance agreements and 

conclude that the equity stake frequently serves two purposes.  First, the equity stake helps to 

align incentives and to help provide contractual completeness.  Second, many stakes represent 

newly issued shares indicating that it could serve to solve a financing constraint. 

 If the relationship is fully described and contracted, these firms should be omitted from 

the sample to avoid biasing the results.  To determine which firms should be omitted from the 

sample, I choose a random sub-sample of 250 firms.  For each of these firms, I downloaded their 

SEC 10-K reports from EDGAR and searched through the report for the name of their main 

trading partner to determine the nature of their relationship.  Of the 250 firms, I identified 

                                                   
7 For example, in one year the matching algorithm had no problem matching the buyer “PENNEY (J.C.) CORP.  
INC.”to an existing Compustat firm.  The following  year for the same supplier the matching algorithm was 
unable to match the buyer “JCPenneys” to an existing Compustat firm.  
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explicit block equity ownership or partial firm ownership as the result of a joint venture in 16 

cases or 6.4% of the sub-sample.  This is consistent with Fee, Hadlock, and Thomas (2006) who 

find that equity stakes exist in 3.31% of all buyer-supplier relationships.   Of the 16 cases found 

25% fall under the SIC sub-category 283 which represents the creation and manufacture of 

drugs.  In no other 3 digit SIC code are there more than 2 cases.   In general, these firms are 

highly R&D intensive and require large amounts of capital up front.  Additionally, of the 40 

firms in this industry more than 75% had explicitly outlined and contracted strategic alliances.  

While the majority of manufacturers operate based on purchase orders or cancelable contracts, 

biotechnology firms are dependent on large upfront investments and milestone payments from 

their “customers.”  Firms in the SIC sub-category 283 are omitted from the sample.  This is 

further justified by the stream of literature devoted solely to characterizing and understanding the 

firms in the biotechnology field (i.e. Lerner, Shane, and Tsai 2003).    

Measure of Cash Holdings 

Dependent variable 

 I examine whether cash holdings can be explained by firm relationships.  The primary 

measure of cash holdings used is the ratio of cash and marketable securities to total assets minus 

cash and marketable securities, based on Opler, Pinkowits Stulz and Williamson (1999).  I 

deflate liquid asset holdings by the book value of total assets, net of liquid assets, under the 

assumption that a firm’s ability to generate future profits is a function of its assets in place.  

Because this creates some extreme outliers for firms holding most of their assets in cash, I use 

the logarithm of one plus the ratio of cash to net assets as the dependent variable.8  The literature 

employs several alternative definitions of the cash ratio.  Although not tabulated, I reproduce all 

                                                   
8 This method is also employed by Foley et al. (2007) and Bates, Kahle, and Stulz (2009). 
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of the regressions using each of the following as the dependent variable: cash to assets, cash to 

net assets, log of cash to net assets, cash minus debt to net assets, and cash to sales. Despite 

generating extreme outliers, the qualitative results are not altered by the alternative specifications 

in a material way.   

Independent variables of interest 

 The primary independent variables of interest are measures of firm relationships. I create 

an indicator for whether the firm reports being in a relationship during at least one year.9  Then, I 

create the two additional continuous measures of the importance of the relationships which are 

conditional on reporting a relationship. The next relationship measure, percent of sales to major 

customers, is the sum of a firm’s sales to its major customers divided by total sales.  The final 

relationship measure, major customer concentration, is the concentration of a firms sales to the 

major customers it reports.  As a measure of concentration, I use a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index 

determined as the sum of the squares of the share of sales to each reported customers where the 

shares are expressed as a percentage of total sales.  The result is proportional to the average share 

of sales, weighted by share.  As such, it can range from 0 to 1, where zero represents no reported 

customers and one represents exactly one customer which purchases 100% of the supplier’s 

goods.  One benefit of this index is that it gives more weight to buyers which purchase a larger 

share of the supplier’s goods. 

Control variables  

 The goal of this study is to determine if and when firm relationships alter a firms cash 

holdings independent of known firm characteristics.  A number of other factors are known to 

influence firm cash holdings.  So as control variables, I include the firm characteristics suggested 

                                                   
9 For consistency, for every relationship measure, even if they are reported I omit reported relationships that account 
for less than 10% of the firm’s total sales.  
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by Opler, Pinkowitz, Stulz and Williamson (1999) and Bates, Kahle, and Stulz (2009).  These 

variables control for profitability, size, leverage and other firm characteristics.  I follow their 

methodology for variable construction including winsorizing outliers in firm-year observations.   

Empirical Analysis 

Relation between Buyer-Supplier Relationships and Cash Holdings 

 The first question I investigate is whether the presence and importance of a buyer-

supplier relationship affect firm cash holdings.  I measure the importance of the relationship 

using the percent of sales to major customer and customer concentration, the two proxies 

described previously.  

Changes in cash holding by year 

 Table 3-1 displays univariate statistics of the primary variables of interest by year.  The 

first column reports the percent of manufacturers which report being in a relationship.  The 

number of firms which report relationships increases consistently over time.  In other words, the 

prevalence of relationships in this sample increases over time.  Further, the results confirm that 

the regulation change in 1997 does not alter the amount of firms reporting customers.  The 

second column reports the percent of sales to all major customers.  Not only does the number of 

firms which report major customers increase, but the percent of sales to major customers 

increases as well.  So, on average, for each firm reporting the presence of a relationship, the 

importance of that relationship to the operating performance of the supplier increases as well.  In 

the third column, I report major customer concentration.  Though it is not linear, customer 

concentration has increased over time as well. Taken together, the evidence suggests that 

relationships have increased in prevalence and importance over time.   

 The right panel of Table 3-1 displays firm cash holdings over time.  Consistent with 

Bates, Kahle, Stulz (2009), cash holding as a percent of total sales for all firms increases just 
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about every year.  The next two columns divide the sample according to whether the firm has 

reported a relationship in that year.  These columns provide support for the proposition that firms 

in relationships hold more cash than firms which are not in relationships.  For each year (except 

1988), the difference between the cash to assets ratio of firms in relationships and firms not 

reporting relationships is statistically significant.  Importantly, this difference is economically 

significant.  At an aggregate level, firms in relationships hold approximately 30% more cash as a 

proportion to total assets than firms which are not in a major relationship.  This is consistent with 

both the precautionary and commitment motivations for cash holding.  

 Additionally, the difference between the cash to assets ratio of firms in relationships and 

firms not in relationships widens over time as well.  In a regression of the average cash to assets 

ratio on time, time has a significantly positive coefficient.  Regressing average cash to assets on 

time separately for each of the two subgroups, firms with customers and firms without customer, 

implies that the average cash to assets ratio has increased by .27% and .44%, respectively. 

Therefore, firms with relationships account for more of the overall change in cash holding over 

time.  As a result, the puzzle of the increase in overall cash holdings over time reported by Bates, 

Kahle, and Stulz (2009) may be partially explained by firm relationships.  

Descriptive findings 

 Table 3-2 presents a summary of the differences in firm characteristics between firm-

years in which a relationship is reported and firm-years in which firms do not report being in a 

relationship.  The difference between the cash holdings of firms in relationships relative to firms 

which are not in a relationship is both economically and statistically significant.  However, a 

number of other firm characteristics differ between the two groups of firms as well.  Firms which 

report customers tend to be smaller, younger firms.  
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 Additionally, there is a significant difference in the coefficient of variation of the cash 

flows of firms which report customers and firms which do not.  The coefficient of variation of 

the firm’s cash flows is calculated as the standard deviation of a firm’s cash flows divided by the 

firm’s mean cash flow using as many years as are available for each firm over the prior 20 year 

period.10  It indicates which firm’s experience larger idiosyncratic risk.  Moreover, I compare the 

coefficient of variation of cash flow for firms which have been in a relationship in any prior year 

to firms which have never previously been in a relationship. After adjusting each firm’s 

coefficient of variation by the industry mean, I find an even larger and statistically significant 

difference between the industry-adjusted idiosyncratic risk of firms previously in relationships 

compared to those which have never previously been in a relationship.  This piece of evidence is 

necessary (but not sufficient) for precautionary motivation to be a reasonable explanation of cash 

holdings because one of the underlying assumptions of the precautionary motivation is that being 

in a relationship induces operating risk.   

 Table 3-3 presents a summary of firm characteristics.  For each firm characteristic, the 

mean, median, and standard deviation are shown.  I break the sample up into subsamples based 

on a measure of relationship strength.  Specifically, the sample of firms which report 

relationships is divided into quartiles based on the percentage of sales to the major customers.  

This table provides evidence that firms in relationships hold more cash than firms which are not 

in relationships.  Further, as the strength of the relationship increases, suppliers hold 

proportionately more cash.  This evidence suggests that firms may hold cash as either a 

precaution against financial distress or as a commitment to their buyers.  

                                                   
10 To compute this statistic I utilize on Compustat data dating back to 1959.  
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 When the sample is broken up into subsamples based on the percentage of sales to the 

major customers, I find that in addition to differences in cash holdings, firm relationships affect a 

number of other firm characteristics.  Firms which do not report a relationship are larger than 

firms which report a relationship.  This is in part an artifact of the reporting process which biases 

the sample of suppliers towards the smaller firms in Compustat.  Consistent with Kale and 

Shahrur (2007) and Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim (2008), firm leverage, measured as either the 

market leverage ratio or the long term book debt ratio, is inversely correlated with the percent of 

sales to the major buyer.   

 Overall, the univariate findings support the hypothesis that firms in relationships 

strategically maintain higher cash reserves.  However, the differences in firm characteristics 

across the group of firms indicate that tests which control for other firm effects will be far more 

powerful than univariate tests.  The next section reports the results of such tests.  

Multivariate evidence  

 The univariate tests provide a description of the data set. In addition they provide 

preliminary evidence that firms which are in relationships hold more cash than firms which are 

not.  Additionally, as the strength of the relationship increases so does the amount of cash held.  

This initial evidence is consistent with both the precautionary and commitment motivations for 

holding cash.  Next, in a multivariate setting, I examine the effect of firm relationships on 

corporate cash holdings.  

 Both the precautionary and commitment motivations for holding cash imply that 

suppliers in relationships should hold more cash then suppliers which are not in relationships.  

Further, if a firm’s primary motivation to hold cash is as a precaution against risk, then cash 

holdings should increase as relationships induce greater operating risk.  As sales to one (or a 
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few) particular customer(s) increases or the concentration of sales to customers increases, so 

should cash holdings.   

 Table 3-4 presents regressions predicting the cash holdings between 1979 and 2006 using 

the independent variables described earlier.  The natural logarithm of one plus the ratio of cash to 

net assets is the measure of liquidity used as the dependent variable.  In each panel, the first 

column reports time-series cross-sectional OLS regressions which include year dummies.  The 

standard errors are clustered by firm. The second column of each panel reports estimates based 

on the method presented in Fama and MacBeth (1972) (which I will refer to as the Fama-

MacBeth method).  Using this approach, for each year, a cross-sectional regression is estimated.   

This method effectively treats each year as an independent cross-section eliminating the problem 

of serial correlation in the residuals of time-series cross-sectional regressions. Additionally, the 

Fama-MacBeth method is robust to the changes in regulation in 1997.  The coefficients and 

standard errors based on the Fama-MacBeth method are estimated using the Stata code 

associated with Petersen (2009).  The third column reports the results of regression which 

includes firm fixed-effects.  If the coefficients of the relationship measurements occur as the 

result of an omitted firm specific factor, then including firm fixed effects should mitigate the 

impact of the relationship variables.    

 In the first set of regressions, the primary variable of interest is an indicator variable 

which equals one if the firm reports being in a relationship during at least one year between 1979 

and 2006.  The coefficient indicates that firms which have been or are in relationships, all else 

equal, hold more cash than firms which are not in relationships and have never been in a 

relationship.  The coefficient of interest in the first column indicates that the difference in not 

being in a relationship and being in a relationship, all else equal, corresponds to an increase in 
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the cash to net assets ratio of 0.029 which is economically significant when considering tha the 

median cash to net assets ratio is 0.070.  In the second set of regressions, the primary variable of 

interest the percent of sales to all major customers.  Not only do firms which are in relationships 

hold more cash, as the percent of sales to their major customers increases so does the amount of 

cash that they hold.  In the third set of regressions, the primary variable of interest is customer 

concentration.  The regressions indicate that customer concentration and cash holdings are 

positively correlated.  Overall, the evidence in this table is consistent with both the precautionary 

and commitment motivations for holding cash. 

 The sign and magnitude of the control variables in Table 3-3 are consistent with the prior 

work that studies the determinants of cash holdings including Opler, Pinkowitz, Stulz, and 

Williamson (1999).  Further, the control variables are generally statistically significant.  This 

indicates that the relationship measures broaden the scope of variables known to be related to 

cash holding.  The inclusion of firm fixed effects confirms that this there is not a spurious 

relation between cash holdings and firm relationships.  Finally, there are not material differences 

between the OLS, Fama-MacBeth, and Fixed-Effects models.  This indicates that the affect of 

being in a relationship is robust to model specification.  

 In Table 3-4, all manufacturing firms in Compustat were included.  This constrains firms 

in relationships and firms not in reported relationships to act in the same way.    Table 3-5 tests a 

sub-sample of firms which were present in the previous tests.  This sample includes all firms-

years of suppliers which report sales to a primary customer during at least one year during 1979 

– 2006.11   In each panel, the first column reports the results of cross-sectional time-series 

regressions which include year dummies.  The second column reports the results of the Fama-

                                                   
11 Using this subsample is consistent with the work of Banerjee Dasgupta, and Kim (2009). 
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MacBeth method.  The third column reports the results of regression which includes firm fixed-

effects.    

 The results in Table 3-5 support the hypothesis that suppliers selling proportionately 

more to their primary customers and suppliers with more concentrated sales maintain higher cash 

ratios.  Additionally, as the amount of sales and the concentration of sales to major customers 

increases each supplier increases their cash holdings.  The results are very similar to those based 

on the whole sample of firms. Further, the coefficients of the control variables are similar to that 

of the whole sample.  

 To determine the economic implications, I multiplied the interquartile range of the 

percent of sales to the primary customers by the coefficient of percent of sales to the primary 

customers in the first column of Table 3-5.  Next, taking the exponent of the resulting value 

indicates that the difference between a firm at the 25th and 75th percentiles of percent of sales to 

their primary customers shows a change of 0.029 in the cash to net assets ratio.  Given that the 

median cash to net sales ratio for firms in this sample is 0.085 this change is economically 

significant.    

 It is not surprising that the coefficients of amount of sales to major customers and major 

customer concentration are similar.  These two variables have a pair wise correlation coefficient 

of .823 which is highly statistically significant.  One of the benefits of customer concentration as 

a measure of relationship importance to the supplier is that it gives more weight to buyers which 

purchase a larger share of the supplier’s goods.  Therefore, for the remainder of the paper, I will 

focus on only the concentration measure.  

Determinants of the Effect of Relationships on Cash Holdings 

 There is strong evidence that, all else equal, firms in relationships hold more cash.  

However, not all firms and relationships are the same.  I now study how the positive relation 
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between cash holdings and buyer-supplier relationships is affected by firm and relationship 

characteristics.  I therefore augment the models provided with additional explanatory variables.  

The interaction of the additional explanatory variables with customer concentration helps to 

understand different factors which affect the importance of cash holdings for firms in 

relationships.  

Relationship specific assets 

 The first characteristic I investigate is the presence of relationship specific assets.  The 

presence of specialized investments in relationship specific assets suggests that switching costs 

are higher for buyers of unique goods and may influence a supplier’s cash holdings differently 

depending on their primary motivation for holding cash.  If a supplier’s primary motivation for 

holding cash is as a commitment to the buyer, then suppliers which rely on specialized 

investments to produce relationship specific assets should have a stronger relation between cash 

holdings and customer concentration.  On the other hand, the presence of relationship specific 

assets binds the buyer and supplier together and makes it less likely that the buyer will choose to 

end the relationship.  As a result, the precautionary motive predicts a weaker relation between 

cash and customer concentration for firms with a high degree of relationship specific assets.  

 I use two different proxies for the likelihood of specialized investments resulting in 

relationship specific assets.  First, I categorize firms according to their primary industry.  

According to Titman (1984) and Titman and Wessels (1988) durable goods manufacturers 

depend more on relationship specific assets than non-durable goods manufacturers.  Second, I 

use research and development (R&D) scaled by sales as a proxy for asset specificity as is 

prevalent in the empirical literature on transactions cost economics (see Boerner and Macher 

2001 for a review).  Further, Allen and Phillips (2000) suggest that R&D intensive industries are 

more likely to create relationship specific assets.   
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 Table 3-6 presents the primary variables of interest and the additional variables discussed 

sorted according to their two-digit SIC code.  The sample of manufacturing firms is divided into 

those producing durable goods (primary SIC codes from 3400 to 3990) and those producing non-

durable goods (primary SIC codes from 2000 to 3390).  Durable goods manufacturers report 

being in a relationship more frequently and also hold more cash on average.  Further, durable 

goods manufacturers spend more on research and development than non-durable goods 

manufacturers.  

 Table 3-7 presents the results of the primary regression model augmented to include the 

additional explanatory variables and their interaction with the firm’s customer concentration.  

The first column includes the interaction of customer concentration with an indicator for whether 

the manufacturer produces durable goods.  The insignificant coefficient on the interaction term 

indicates that the relation between cash holding and customer concentration is not significantly 

different for manufacturers of durable goods than non-durable goods.  This provides a contrast 

with the results of Banerjee, Dasgupta, and Kim (2008) who provide evidence that durable goods 

manufacturers maintain lower leverage ratios than non-durable goods manufacturers and 

conclude that the evidence is consistent with the commitment motivation.   

 The second column includes the interaction between the ratio of R&D to sales and 

customer concentration.  The negative coefficient on the interaction term indicates that the 

relation between cash holding and customer concentration is less pronounced for firms which 

invest more heavily in research and development.  However, the sum of the coefficients indicates 

that the relation between customer concentration and cash holdings remains positive for suppliers 

investing in R&D.  This is consistent with the theory that suppliers hold cash for precautionary 

reasons. Further, this provides a contrast with Kale and Shahrur (2007) who provide evidence 
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that manufacturers which invest in R&D maintain lower leverage ratios than manufacturers 

which do not.  Taken together the results indicate that producers of unique goods hold less cash 

than producers of non-unique goods which is consistent with the precautionary motivation for 

holding cash.    

The difference between manufacturers that invest in R&D and those that do not provides 

additional evidence of the efficacy of the results.  For the relation between cash holdings and 

customer concentration to be spurious, certain firm characteristics would have to simultaneously 

cause firms to enter into relationships and also cause them to maintain higher cash ratios.  

Additionally, these same firm characteristics would have to differentially affect these firms.   

Market position 

 The next determinant of the affect of buyer-supplier relationships of cash holdings which 

I study is the effect of a firm’s market position.  Buyers which transact with suppliers with a 

dominant market position or suppliers in a concentrated industry may have few viable 

alternatives.  If the supplier produces an output for which there are few alternative suppliers then 

the buyer may be even more concerned of the event of supplier financial distress. In addition, in 

the presence of many suppliers, a buyer may be able to find one who can salvage some of the 

value of the specialized investments.  As a result, if there are few alternative suppliers and the 

supplier’s primary motivation for holding cash is as a commitment to the buyer, then there will 

be a stronger relationship between cash holdings and sales to the buyer.   

 Alternatively, if the supplier produces a good for which there are few alternatives then 

risk of a buyer ending a relationship will be less pronounced.  In the presence of numerous 

alternative suppliers, buyers can make a credible threat to withhold future business from the 

existing supplier (e.g. Holstrom and Roberts 1998).  Therefore, if the supplier holds cash as a 

precaution against risk, then effect of buyer sales on cash holdings will be weaker.  
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 I use two proxies for the supplier’s market position.  First, I consider the excess price-

cost margin, based on the Lerner Index (Lerner 1934), as a measure of asset specificity within an 

industry.  The excess price-cost margin determines the relative rent which the supplier can 

extract.  If goods can be easily substituted, then competition will drive this margin down.  The 

excess price-cost margin is defined as the difference between a firm’s operating profit margin 

and the average operating profit margin of its industry.  This measure is used prevalently as a 

proxy for market position in the empirical industrial organization literature because it measures a 

firm’s ability to extract rents relative to its peers (Gaspar and Massa 2006).  The price-cost 

margin is industry adjusted because different industries have structurally different profit margins 

for reasons unrelated to market position.  Therefore, this measure captures the intra-industry 

difference in market position.   

The second proxy that I use for market position is the supplier industry concentration 

measured by the Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) which is frequently used to measure market 

position in antitrust policy.  The HHI is equal to the sum of the squared market shares of firms in 

the industry.  I collect the Herfindahl-Hirshman Index (HHI) of industry concentration from the 

Census of Manufacturers publication, which is published as part of the US Census in 1982, 1987, 

1992, 1997, and 2002.  I assume that the HHI is valid for the 5 years prior to the survey.12  Each 

firm in the sample is assigned the HHI of the industry.  Therefore, this measure captures the 

inter-industry differences in market position.     

The third and fourth columns of Table 3-7 presents the results of model including the 

interaction between the excess price-cost margin and customer concentration and the interaction 

between HHI and customer concentration, respectively.  The positive coefficient on the 

                                                   
12 I also use the 2002 survey for the years from 2003 - 2006. The 2007 HHIs are due to be released this year. As 
soon as they are published, I will update the dataset.  
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interaction term indicates that as the excess-price cost margin increases the relation between cash 

holding and customer concentration becomes more pronounced.  This is consistent with the 

commitment motivation for cash holdings.  

The government as a buyer 

Finally, not all customers pose equal risk to the supplier.  The U.S. government represents 

a stable source of demand which is not likely to go out of business or become unable to make 

payments.  So, being in a relationship with a government agency is not as risky as being in a 

relationship with a private firm.  As a result, if the precautionary motive is the primary 

motivation for holding cash then firms in relationships with non-government firms should hold 

more cash then firms in relationships with government agencies.  However, as a customer, the 

government still has an interest in protecting its investments.  So, if commitment is the primary 

motivation for holding cash then suppliers to the government should be indistinguishable from 

supplier’s which report non-government primary customers.  Suppliers report the names of their 

primary customers.  I categorize customers reported as ‘Domestic Government’ or ‘U.S. Navy’ 

etc as government agencies.   

The fifth column of Table 3-7 presents the results after distinguishing between sales to 

non-government firms and to government agencies.  The customer concentration of non-

government firms is defined as the Herfindahl-Hirshman Index of only non-government firms.  

As a result, the coefficient of this variable represents the marginal difference between sales to all 

customers and sales to non-government firms only.   First, I cannot reject the hypothesis that 

manufacturers which sell goods to a diverse set of customers have the same cash holding policy 

as manufacturers which sell their goods to the government.  Second, the correlation between 

customer relationship and firm cash holding is clearly dominated by sales to non-government 

entities.  The coefficient of the concentration of sales to non-government companies is 
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statistically significant.  This result presented is consistent with the precautionary motive for 

holding cash and inconsistent with the commitment motive.   

Robustness 

To confirm the robustness of the results, I try a variety of other tests. Although not 

tabulated, I reproduce each of the regressions presented using cash to assets, cash to net assets, 

log of cash to net assets, cash minus debt to net assets, and cash to sales as the dependent 

variable.  Although some of the dependent ratios mentioned generate extreme outliers, the 

qualitative results are not altered by the alternative specifications in a material way.  Next, I 

include additional control variables.  I then parse the data into alternative subgroups to confirm 

that there is support for the primary results among all subgroups.  The results are robust to 

alternative specification and provide evidence consistent with both the precautionary and 

commitment motives for holding cash.  

Because I argue that firms are likely to use cash holdings as a risk management tool, I 

control for two potential determinants of corporate hedging decisions including the amount of 

foreign sales relative to total sales and the number of business segments in which the firm 

operates.  The number of business segments in which a firm operates controls for the extent to 

which a firms could be diversified and whether firms have non-core assets that could be 

liquidated in periods of economic distress.  The amount of foreign sales could be a natural hedge 

again changes in the domestic economy.  Alternatively, as shown by foreign sales may generate 

higher cash holdings because cash repatriation incurs high taxes (Foley, Hartzell, Titman, and 

Twite (2007)).  These additional variables are included in the regression specification in the 

second column in Table 3-8.  The results are similar to those of Haushalter, Klasa and Maxwell 

(2007).  Despite the inclusion of these two variables, the main result still holds.   
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It may be the case that (for several reasons unrelated to being in a relationship) smaller 

firms hold more cash than larger firms.  First, smaller firms may have a more difficult time 

accessing external capital.   As a result, smaller firms hold more cash.  Second, if there are 

economies of scale in holding cash, then smaller firms will hold marginally more cash than 

larger firms.  Third, suppliers reporting large buyers are smaller firms by construction of the 

dataset.   As a result, the tests may pick up a spurious relationship between cash holding and 

sales to customers.  In all of the previous tests, the natural log of inflation adjusted assets is 

included in the regressions to control for differences in firm size.  In case this is not enough to 

control for the spurious relationship, I divided the sample up into subgroups based on firm size.    

Table 3-8 reports the results of regressions based on firm size.  The third column shows 

only firms that with less than $39 million in inflation adjusted total assets (which is the median 

inflation adjusted firm size among suppliers which report relationships).  The fourth column 

shows firms with greater than $39 million in total assets.  Several interesting patters emerge 

which illuminate the differences in cash holdings related to firm size.  None of the small firms 

have an investment grade rating.  So, either they do have public debt and it is unrated or they do 

not currently have a rating at all.  Consistent with there being economies of scale to holding cash 

(Mulligan 1997), firm size and cash flow affect the cash holdings of small and large firms 

differently.  Additionally, larger manufacturers are more likely to substitute cash holdings with 

net working capital than smaller firms.  Despite these differences, the main results hold 

regardless of firm size.  The cash holdings of small and large firms are positively correlated with 

the sales concentration to their major customers.  Although not shown, the results are 

qualitatively the same if percentage of sales to major customers is used in place of major 

customer concentration.  
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Prior to 1997, the Federal Accounting Standards Board governed reporting of segments 

according to SFAS no. 14.  According to this regulation, suppliers were obligated to report if any 

buyer accounted for more than 10% of sales.  In addition to this requirement, suppliers had to 

report any customer which was material to their business operation.  In 1997 the regulation was 

supplanted by SFAS 131, this regulation was more lenient and permitted report the company 

name only on an optional basis.  To maintain uniformity throughout time, I omitted all buyer-

supplier relationships in which the buyer accounted for less than 10% of sales.  However, as a 

result of the regulation change, the results may be dominated by the time when the reporting 

standards were stricter.  To determine if this is the case, I divided the sample by time period.   

The last two columns of Table 3-8 reports the regressions based on time dependent sub-

samples.  Regardless of the time period, the primary variable of interest is positive and 

significant.  Although not shown, the same results obtain if percent of sales to the major 

customer is used as the primary variable of interest.  

Conclusion 

I find evidence that both the number of firms reporting relationships and the strength of 

these reported relationships measured by both percent of sales to the customers and sales 

concentration increases over time.  Despite the increase in both the prevalence and importance of 

buyer-supplier relationships, little extant research examines the effect of buyer-supplier 

relationships on suppliers’ financing or investment policy.  I contribute to the small but growing 

literature about buyer-supplier relationships by providing evidence that suppliers which are in 

relationships hold more cash, all else equal, than firms which are not in relationships.  

Further, I provide evidence that firms’ cash holding policies are affected by the operating 

risk generated by the presence of a relationship.  Specifically, I find that firms in relationships 

hold more cash than firms not in relationships.  This result suggests that firms in relationships 
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hold cash as a precaution against the adverse cash flow shock due to the loss of a major 

customer.  Additionally, I find that as the percentage of sales to the major customers and as sales 

concentration to the major customers increase, so does cash holdings.  This result suggests that 

as relationships induce greater risk, firms hold even more cash to offset that risk.  These results 

also suggest that as the buyer’s stake in the supplier increases, the supplier holds more cash as a 

commitment to the buyer.  These results hold even after I control for profitability, size, leverage, 

debt capacity, product market position, availability of natural hedges and other firm 

characteristics. 

Supporting the notion that greater cash holdings are motivated by precautionary measures, 

I present additional findings.  First, in contrast to the capital structure papers of Kale and Shahrur 

(2007) and Banerjee, Dasgupta and Kim (2008), who find manufacturers of unique goods 

maintain lower leverage ratios than manufacturers of non-unique goods as a means of 

commitment to their buyers.  I find that manufacturers of unique goods actually hold less cash 

than manufacturers of non-unique goods.  

Supporting the hypothesis that cash holdings is motivated by commitment to the buyer, I 

find that manufacturers in relationships with a dominant market position hold more cash than 

suppliers with a weak market position.  This is consistent with the theory that when buyer have 

few alternative suppliers they require their suppliers to hold higher levels of cash.   

Additionally, I find that firms in relationships with non-government corporations manage 

their cash holdings differently from firms in relationships with the government.  The government 

is distinct from non-government corporations in that it is more stable and less likely to go out of 

business.  As a result, it is not necessary for firms which sell to the government to fear an abrupt 
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loss of sales. This result provides further support for the precautionary motivation for holding 

cash.   
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Table 3-1. Relationships and Cash Holdings by Year 

All 
Firms

Firms 
without 

Customers

Firms 
with 

Customers
All 

Firms

Firms 
without 

Customers

Firms 
with 

Customers
Mean Median Mean Median Mean Mean Mean Median Median Median

1979 1986 28.0% 32.2% 26.8% 0.109 0.048 0.080 0.077 0.089 0.012 ** 0.043 0.043 0.045 0.002
1980 2030 29.5% 33.1% 25.4% 0.118 0.053 0.092 0.087 0.103 0.015 *** 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.000
1981 2237 33.2% 34.7% 27.0% 0.133 0.053 0.109 0.102 0.122 0.020 *** 0.053 0.051 0.061 0.010 **
1982 2178 37.8% 36.3% 28.0% 0.145 0.058 0.112 0.103 0.126 0.023 *** 0.058 0.055 0.066 0.011 **
1983 2294 40.6% 37.8% 30.2% 0.154 0.063 0.152 0.133 0.179 0.046 *** 0.084 0.071 0.102 0.032 ***
1984 2301 42.6% 38.6% 31.0% 0.161 0.063 0.130 0.119 0.146 0.027 *** 0.064 0.057 0.074 0.017 ***
1985 2253 43.8% 39.0% 31.3% 0.167 0.066 0.135 0.123 0.150 0.027 *** 0.065 0.060 0.078 0.019 ***
1986 2264 44.9% 38.2% 30.0% 0.163 0.061 0.141 0.134 0.150 0.016 ** 0.071 0.068 0.076 0.009
1987 2313 47.7% 38.3% 29.5% 0.158 0.058 0.142 0.136 0.149 0.013 ** 0.071 0.065 0.078 0.013 **
1988 2193 47.1% 38.2% 29.9% 0.154 0.063 0.127 0.123 0.131 0.008 0.059 0.057 0.060 0.004
1989 2112 47.2% 38.9% 31.0% 0.154 0.066 0.125 0.117 0.134 0.017 *** 0.058 0.051 0.065 0.014 **
1990 2048 48.2% 38.9% 32.0% 0.150 0.061 0.123 0.113 0.133 0.019 *** 0.054 0.052 0.060 0.009 **
1991 2057 48.0% 39.6% 32.8% 0.153 0.068 0.134 0.123 0.147 0.024 *** 0.064 0.058 0.072 0.015 ***
1992 2129 50.0% 39.6% 32.0% 0.147 0.064 0.144 0.127 0.161 0.034 *** 0.068 0.060 0.079 0.019 ***
1993 2266 52.0% 39.8% 33.1% 0.140 0.071 0.154 0.138 0.168 0.030 *** 0.072 0.061 0.088 0.026 ***
1994 2361 52.9% 38.2% 32.8% 0.130 0.063 0.139 0.124 0.152 0.028 *** 0.065 0.055 0.078 0.023 ***
1995 2601 53.4% 39.9% 35.0% 0.134 0.068 0.150 0.127 0.170 0.042 *** 0.063 0.051 0.085 0.033 ***
1996 2749 54.9% 39.9% 34.0% 0.139 0.070 0.161 0.132 0.185 0.053 *** 0.074 0.058 0.093 0.035 ***
1997 2768 54.0% 40.8% 36.0% 0.142 0.078 0.164 0.136 0.187 0.050 *** 0.074 0.056 0.098 0.042 ***
1998 2649 53.1% 40.8% 36.0% 0.141 0.078 0.150 0.126 0.171 0.045 *** 0.060 0.046 0.078 0.032 ***
1999 2529 42.6% 40.9% 37.0% 0.143 0.081 0.161 0.141 0.188 0.047 *** 0.060 0.050 0.079 0.029 ***
2000 2437 53.7% 42.3% 38.5% 0.145 0.084 0.171 0.139 0.198 0.059 *** 0.064 0.046 0.088 0.042 ***
2001 2263 54.2% 42.8% 39.0% 0.149 0.086 0.176 0.143 0.204 0.061 *** 0.082 0.058 0.108 0.050 ***
2002 2121 56.6% 43.5% 40.0% 0.152 0.093 0.183 0.149 0.208 0.059 *** 0.095 0.072 0.121 0.049 ***
2003 2002 56.4% 43.6% 40.0% 0.158 0.088 0.201 0.174 0.221 0.047 *** 0.119 0.093 0.144 0.051 ***
2004 1938 56.5% 44.4% 40.0% 0.165 0.091 0.214 0.183 0.238 0.055 *** 0.129 0.103 0.165 0.062 ***
2005 1867 56.8% 44.1% 40.0% 0.166 0.090 0.216 0.181 0.242 0.061 *** 0.140 0.108 0.170 0.061 ***
2006 1517 54.0% 43.5% 38.8% 0.156 0.084 0.217 0.192 0.238 0.046 *** 0.125 0.098 0.160 0.062 ***

Total 62463 47.9% 40.0% 34.0% 0.148 0.072 0.149 0.129 0.172 0.043 *** 0.070 0.058 0.086 0.028 ***

Cash / Assets

Difference 
of Means

Difference 
of Medians

Firms 
Reporting 
Customers

Number 
of FirmsYear

Percent of Sales 
to Major 

Customers

Major 
Customer 

Concentration

  
This table reports the mean and median values of firm characteristics of manufacturing between 1979 and 2006.  Percent of sales to major customers is the sum 
of sales to all major customer divided by total sales.   Major Customer Concentration is a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index of sales determined as the sum of the 
squares of the share of sales to each reported customers where the shares are expressed as a percentage of total sales.  Cast/Assets is cash and marketable 
securities divided by total assets minus cash and marketable securities.  The student’s T-test is used to determine if the differences between means are statistically 
different from zero. The Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test is used to determine if the differences between medians are statistically different from zero.  The symbols ***, 
**, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.   
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Table 3-2. Comparison of Suppliers with Major Customers to Suppliers without Major Customers 

. 

Mean Median Std Deviation N Mean MedianStd Deviation N

Cash / Net Assets 0.247 0.062 0.592 32503 0.355 0.094 0.694 29946 -0.107 *** -0.032 ***

Cash / Total Assets 0.129 0.058 0.168 32507 0.172 0.086 0.199 29947 -0.043 *** -0.028 ***

Total Assets 1107.32 83.99 6628.14 32512 330.94 32.90 1506.61 29951 776.38 *** 51.09 ***

Age 16.232 13 12.804 32512 12.848 9 11.310 29951 3.384 *** 4.000 ***

R&D / Sales 0.101 0.009 0.443 32512 0.121 0.022 0.389 29951 -0.020 *** -0.013 ***

CAPX / Assets 0.070 0.053 0.064 32010 0.074 0.052 0.072 29696 -0.004 *** 0.001

Debt / Assets 0.284 0.239 0.283 32457 0.274 0.217 0.300 29896 0.010 *** 0.022 ***

Cash Flow / Assets -0.057 0.070 0.552 31222 -0.079 0.065 0.537 28179 0.022 *** 0.005 ***

Market to Book 1.972 1.331 2.182 32437 2.172 1.421 2.304 29933 -0.200 *** -0.090 ***

Net Working Capital / Assets 0.161 0.206 0.355 31902 0.170 0.222 0.363 29790 -0.009 *** -0.016 ***

CV of Cash Flow 2.201 2.238 0.726 32512 2.367 2.441 0.633 29951 -0.166 *** -0.203 ***

Difference between
MediansMeans

Firms with no Major Customers Firms with Major Customers

 
This table reports the mean, median, and standard deviations of the  values of firm characteristics of manufacturing between 1979 and 2006.  Cash/ Net Assets is 
cash and marketable securities divided by total assets minus cash and marketable securities. Cast/Assets is cash and marketable securities divided by total assets. 
Total Assets is the book value of assets in 1984 dollars.  M/B is the book value of assets minus the book value of equity plus the market value of equity all 
divided by the book value of assets.   R&D/Sales is R&D expense divided by sales.  CAPX/Assets is capital expenditures divided by assets.   Debt/Assets is long 
term debt plus debt in short term liabilities divided by assets.   Cash Flow/Assets is earnings after interest, dividends and taxes but before depreciation divided by 
net assets.  NWC/Assets is net working capital divided by assets.   The coefficient of variation of cash flow is the industry average of standard deviation of cash 
flow divided by the mean cash flow over the previous 20 years.   The student’s T-test is used to determine if the differences between means are statistically 
different from zero. The Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test is used to determine if the differences between medians are statistically different from zero.  The symbols ***, 
**, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively 
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Table 3-3.  Summary Statistics 

Cash / 
Assets 

Total 
Assets M/B Age logiata

Market 
Leverage

R&D / 
Sales

CAPX / 
Assets

Debt / 
Assets

NWC / 
Assets

CV of 
Cash Flow

Firms - Years in which no single customer accounts for more than 10%  of sales
Mean 0.143 582.006 2.077 15.312 4.109 0.134 0.120 0.070 0.288 0.163 2.284
Median 0.066 56.470 1.356 12 4.034 0.089 0.012 0.051 0.236 0.214 2.355
N 18087 18091 18035 18091 18091 18016 18091 17779 18063 17796 18091

Firm - Years in which the sum of sales to all major customers between 10%  and 18%
Mean 0.137 466.234 1.825 14.577 4.054 0.131 0.063 0.070 0.266 0.219 2.305
Median 0.066 49.128 1.344 11 3.894 0.083 0.016 0.053 0.226 0.243 2.365
N 7444 7444 7440 7444 7444 7432 7444 7370 7432 7385 7444

Firm - Years in which the sum of sales to all major customers between 18%  and 34%
Mean 0.152 331.392 1.973 13.725 3.758 0.125 0.083 0.070 0.274 0.199 2.358
Median 0.072 37.226 1.369 10 3.617 0.075 0.018 0.051 0.232 0.231 2.437
N 7507 7507 7503 7507 7507 7494 7507 7453 7496 7467 7507

Firm - Years in which the sum of sales to all major customers between 34%  and 56%
Mean 0.173 282.926 2.132 12.265 3.518 0.114 0.115 0.071 0.276 0.171 2.367
Median 0.087 30.808 1.411 9 3.428 0.057 0.024 0.049 0.214 0.225 2.478
N 7368 7369 7366 7369 7369 7349 7369 7304 7350 7336 7369

Firm - Years in which the sum of sales to all major customers is greater than 56%
Mean 0.224 244.886 2.746 10.861 3.160 0.095 0.220 0.084 0.283 0.093 2.437
Median 0.137 21.076 1.608 7 3.048 0.032 0.033 0.056 0.193 0.181 2.519
N 7628 7631 7624 7631 7631 7614 7631 7569 7618 7602 7631   
 
This table reports the mean and median values of firm characteristics of manufacturing between 1979 and 2006.  
With the exception of total assets, assets refers to net assets defined as total assets minus cash and marketable 
securities.  Cash/Assets is cash and marketable securities divided by assets. Total Assets is the book value of assets 
in 1984 dollars.  M/B is the book value of assets minus the book value of equity plus the market value of equity all 
divided by the book value of assets.   R&D/Sales is R&D expense divided by sales.  CAPX/Assets is capital 
expenditures divided by assets.   Debt/Assets is long term debt plus debt in short term liabilities divided by assets.   
Cash Flow/Assets is earnings after interest, dividends and taxes but before depreciation divided by net assets.  
NWC/Assets is net working capital divided by assets.   The coefficient of variation of cash flow is the industry 
average of standard deviation of cash flow divided by the mean cash flow over the previous 20 years.   
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Table 3-4. All Manufacturing Firms 

Ever in a Relationship 0.029 *** 0.031 ***
(0.000) (0.000)

Percent of Sales 0.070 *** 0.063 *** 0.070 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Customer Concentration 0.104 *** 0.107 *** 0.119 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Log(Assets) 0.003 ** 0.001 0.004 ** 0.001 0.029 *** 0.003 ** 0.001 0.029 ***
(0.038) (0.863) (0.015) (0.747) (0.000) (0.024) (0.766) (0.000)

R&D/Sales 0.121 *** 0.115 *** 0.120 *** 0.115 *** 0.054 *** 0.119 *** 0.113 *** 0.053 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

CAPX/Assets 0.654 *** 0.651 *** 0.643 *** 0.639 *** 0.498 *** 0.652 *** 0.645 *** 0.500 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Debt/Assets -0.302 *** -0.290 *** -0.300 *** -0.289 *** -0.173 *** -0.300 *** -0.289 *** -0.173 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Investment Grade Dum -0.069 *** -0.058 *** -0.071 *** -0.059 *** -0.008 -0.072 *** -0.061 *** -0.008
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.126) (0.000) (0.000) (0.118)

Dividend Dummy -0.059 *** -0.049 *** -0.057 *** -0.048 *** -0.011 *** -0.059 *** -0.050 *** -0.011 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.006) (0.000) (0.000) (0.006)

Cash Flow/Assets -0.187 *** -0.191 *** -0.187 *** -0.191 *** -0.194 *** -0.187 *** -0.192 *** -0.194 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

M/B 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 * 0.000 0.000 0.001
(0.841) (0.796) (0.897) (0.873) (0.081) (0.970) (0.983) (0.148)

NWC/Assets -0.061 ** -0.090 *** -0.058 * -0.087 *** -0.062 *** -0.057 * -0.086 *** -0.062 ***
(0.047) (0.000) (0.059) (0.000) (0.000) (0.062) (0.000) (0.000)

Coefficient of Variation 0.037 *** 0.039 *** 0.037 *** 0.039 *** 0.005 ** 0.037 *** 0.039 *** 0.005 **
     of Cash Flow (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.011) (0.000) (0.000) (0.014)
Intercept 0.204 *** 0.127 *** 0.208 *** 0.139 *** 0.054 *** 0.218 *** 0.145 *** 0.063 ***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Year Dummies Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
Number of Observations 58028 58028 58028 58028 58028 58028 58028 58028
Number of Groups 28 28 6007 28 6007
R2 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.30 0.21 0.29 0.30 0.21

Fixed EffectsFama-MacBeth OLSOLS Fixed Effects OLS Fama-MacBethFama-MacBeth

 
This table reports OLS and Fama-MacBeth regressions of the determinants of cash holding for firms between 1979 and 2006.   OLS regressions include year 
dummies and the standard errors are clustered by firm.  The dependent variable is the log of one plus the ratio of cash and marketable securities to total assets 
minus cash and marketable securities.  Ever in Relationship is an indicator for whether the firm reports being in a relationship during at least one year.  Percent of 
Sales is the sum of the sales to each reported customer divided by total sales.  Customer Concentration is a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index of sales determined as 
the sum of the squares of the share of sales to each reported customers where the shares are expressed as a percentage of total sales.  Log(Assets) is the natural 
logarithm of the book value of assets in 1984 dollars.  M/B is the book value of assets minus the book value of equity plus the market value of equity all divided 
by the book value of assets.   R&D/Sales is R&D expense divided by sales.  CAPX/Assets is capital expenditures divided by assets.   Debt/Assets is long term 
debt plus debt in short term liabilities divided by assets.   Investment Grade Dum is an indicator variable equal to one if the firm has an investment grade debt 
rating.   Cash Flow/Assets is earnings after interest, dividends and taxes but before depreciation divided by net assets.  NWC/Assets is net working capital 
divided by assets.   The coefficient of variation of cash flow is the industry average of standard deviation of cash flow divided by the mean cash flow over the 
previous 20 years.  P-values are shown in parentheses.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
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Table 3-5. Firms which Report Relationships 

Percent of Sales 0.057 *** 0.052 *** 0.072 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Customer Concentration 0.086 *** 0.091 *** 0.119 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Log(Assets) 0.007 *** 0.002 0.032 *** 0.006 *** 0.002 0.032 ***
(0.001) (0.432) (0.000) (0.001) (0.402) (0.000)

R&D/Sales 0.125 *** 0.135 *** 0.055 *** 0.124 *** 0.134 *** 0.054 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

CAPX/Assets 0.645 *** 0.629 *** 0.526 *** 0.652 *** 0.634 *** 0.528 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Debt/Assets -0.316 *** -0.303 *** -0.183 *** -0.316 *** -0.303 *** -0.183 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Investment Grade Dum -0.081 *** -0.065 *** -0.017 ** -0.082 *** -0.066 *** -0.017 **
(0.000) (0.000) (0.017) (0.000) (0.000) (0.018)

Dividend Dummy -0.061 *** -0.050 *** -0.008 * -0.062 *** -0.051 *** -0.008 *
(0.000) (0.000) (0.072) (0.000) (0.000) (0.067)

Cash Flow/Assets -0.189 *** -0.177 *** -0.195 *** -0.189 *** -0.178 *** -0.195 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

M/B 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001
(0.467) (0.476) (0.132) (0.516) (0.576) (0.224)

NWC/Assets -0.073 ** -0.101 *** -0.071 *** -0.073 ** -0.100 *** -0.070 ***
(0.048) (0.000) (0.000) (0.05) (0.000) (0.000)

Coefficient of Variation 0.044 *** 0.045 *** 0.007 *** 0.045 *** 0.046 *** 0.007 ***
     of Cash Flow (0.000) (0.000) (0.006) (0.000) (0.000) (0.007)
Intercept 0.188 *** 0.126 *** 0.056 *** 0.196 *** 0.131 *** 0.067 ***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Year Dummies Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
Number of Observations 44521 44521 44521 44521 44521 44521
Number of Groups 28 4238 28 4238
R2 0.29 0.29 0.21 0.29 0.30 0.21

OLS Fama-MacBeth Fixed Effects OLS Fama-MacBeth Fixed Effects

 
This table reports OLS, Fama-MacBeth, and Firm-Fixed Effect regressions of the determinants of cash holding for 
firms which report relationships between 1979 and 2006.   OLS regressions include year dummies and the standard 
errors are clustered by firm. Firm-Fixed effect regressions include firm and year fixed effects.   The dependent 
variable is the log of one plus the  ratio of cash and marketable securities to total assets minus cash and marketable 
securities.  Percent of Sales is the sum of the sales to each reported customer divided by total sales.  Customer 
Concentration is a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index of sales determined as the sum of the squares of the share of sales to 
each reported customers where the shares are expressed as a percentage of total sales.  Log(Assets) is the natural 
logarithm of the book value of assets in 1984 dollars.  M/B is the book value of assets minus the book value of 
equity plus the market value of equity all divided by the book value of assets.   R&D/Sales is R&D expense divided 
by sales.  CAPX/Assets is capital expenditures divided by assets.   Debt/Assets is long term debt plus debt in short 
term liabilities divided by assets.   Investment Grade Dum is an indicator variable equal to one if the firm has an 
investment grade debt rating.   Cash Flow/Assets is earnings after interest, dividends and taxes but before 
depreciation divided by net assets.  NWC/Assets is net working capital divided by assets.   The coefficient of 
variation of cash flow is the industry average of standard deviation of cash flow divided by the mean cash flow over 
the previous 20 years.  P-values are shown in parentheses.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical 
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
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Table 3-6. Descriptive Statistics by Industry 

Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev
Non -Durable Goods Manufacturers

20 Food and Kindred Products 33% 0.172 0.448 0.319 0.199 0.098 0.131 0.016 0.192 0.073 0.049 0.048 0.095

21 Tobacco Products 33% 0.140 0.289 0.202 0.084 0.040 0.027 0.009 0.044 0.062 0.107 0.157 0.246

22 Textile Mill Products 44% 0.077 0.174 0.302 0.171 0.076 0.080 0.005 0.011 0.056 0.036 0.053 0.055

23 Apparel and Finished Products Made From Fabrics 54% 0.166 0.420 0.395 0.217 0.122 0.154 0.002 0.018 0.036 0.037 0.047 0.081

24 Lumber and Wood Products 25% 0.196 0.315 0.317 0.215 0.111 0.162 0.012 0.172 0.028 0.021 0.043 0.077

25 Furniture and Fixtures 34% 0.099 0.183 0.293 0.234 0.082 0.128 0.007 0.014 0.047 0.036 0.064 0.054

26 Paper and Allied Products 29% 0.102 0.320 0.241 0.155 0.050 0.062 0.014 0.117 0.069 0.038 0.080 0.060

27 Printing, Publishing, and Allied Industries 23% 0.217 0.540 0.292 0.165 0.074 0.077 0.013 0.137 0.034 0.043 0.068 0.127

28 Chemicals and Allied Products 37% 0.262 0.657 0.378 0.257 0.139 0.190 0.147 0.566 0.076 0.059 0.172 0.756

29 Petroleum Refining and Related Industries 25% 0.078 0.174 0.314 0.217 0.091 0.132 0.037 0.315 0.058 0.017 0.021 0.173

30 Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Products 48% 0.149 0.345 0.318 0.211 0.095 0.130 0.040 0.278 0.031 0.046 0.030 0.131

31 Leather and Leather Products 47% 0.223 0.378 0.382 0.260 0.170 0.282 0.003 0.007 0.085 0.041 0.062 0.057

32 Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Products 30% 0.134 0.368 0.391 0.258 0.127 0.155 0.026 0.182 0.072 0.056 0.051 0.116

33 Primary Metal Industries 44% 0.113 0.360 0.308 0.193 0.083 0.101 0.017 0.162 0.068 0.048 0.040 0.082
Durable Goods Manufacturers

34 Fabricated Metal Products 45% 0.144 0.373 0.396 0.264 0.161 0.246 0.020 0.157 0.039 0.042 0.047 0.104

35 Machinery and Computer Equipment 50% 0.362 0.656 0.394 0.248 0.143 0.198 0.139 0.426 0.070 0.059 0.100 0.428

36 Electronic and Electrical Equipment 65% 0.413 0.745 0.435 0.252 0.160 0.205 0.156 0.452 0.088 0.057 0.093 0.418

37 Transportation Equipment 64% 0.137 0.348 0.483 0.267 0.197 0.228 0.049 0.283 0.110 0.075 0.042 0.101

38 Measuring, Analyzing, and Controlling Instruments 49% 0.523 0.916 0.437 0.275 0.192 0.251 0.254 0.641 0.048 0.039 0.363 1.068

39 Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries 44% 0.215 0.471 0.380 0.234 0.117 0.139 0.034 0.199 0.046 0.041 0.015 0.259

Firms in 
RelationshipsIndustry

SIC 
Code

Cash Ratio
Customer 

Concentration

Percent of 
Sales to the 
Customer R&D / Sales

Price-Cost 
Margin

Herfindahl-
Hirshman 

Index

 
This table reports the mean standard deviation of firm characteristics of manufacturing between 1979 and 2006 separated by two digit SIC code.  Cash ratio is the 
ratio of cash and marketable securities to total assets minus cash and marketable securities.  Percent of sales to major customers is the sum of sales to all major 
customer divided by total sales.   Major Customer Concentration is a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index of sales determined as the sum of the squares of the share of 
sales to each reported customers where the shares are expressed as a percentage of total sales.  Cast Ratio is cash and marketable securities divided by total 
assets.  R&D/Sales is R&D expense divided by sales.  Excess price cost margin is operating profit margin before depreciation divided by sales minus the industry 
average of this ratio. Industry HHI is a measure of industry concentration provided by the U.S.  The student’s T-test is used to determine if the differences 
between means are statistically different from zero. The Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test is used to determine if the differences between medians are statistically 
different from zero.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.  
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Table 3-7. Determinants of Relation between Cash Holdings and Buyer-Supplier Relationships 

Customer Concentration 0.136 *** 0.167 *** 0.145 *** 0.184 *** 0.046 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.004)

Customer Concentration * Durable Goods Dummy 0.027
(0.282)

Customer Concentration * R&D/Sales -0.019 *
(0.061)

Customer Concentration * Excess Price-Cost Margin 0.034 ***
(0.001)

Customer Concentration * Industry HHI 0.010
(0.486)

Excess Price-Cost Margin 0.031 ***
(0.000)

Industry HHI 0.017 ***
(0.000)

Government Customer Concentration -0.115 *** -0.118 *** -0.119 *** -0.136 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Non-Government Customer Concentration 0.111 ***
(0.000)

Log(Assets) 0.032 *** 0.032 *** 0.033 *** 0.032 *** 0.032 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

R&D/Sales 0.054 *** 0.057 *** 0.051 *** 0.071 *** 0.054 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

CAPX/Assets 0.526 *** 0.525 *** 0.546 *** 0.529 *** 0.526 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Debt/Assets -0.183 *** -0.183 *** -0.180 *** -0.183 *** -0.183 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Investment Grade Dum -0.017 ** -0.017 ** -0.019 ** -0.017 ** -0.017 **
(0.022) (0.022) (0.011) (0.020) (0.022)

Dividend Dummy -0.009 * -0.009 * -0.011 ** -0.010 ** -0.009 *
(0.06) (0.061) (0.023) (0.036) (0.06)

Cash Flow/Assets -0.195 *** -0.195 *** -0.203 *** -0.210 *** -0.195 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

M/B 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.001
(0.241) (0.239) (0.656) (0.293) (0.235)

NWC/Assets -0.070 *** -0.070 *** -0.066 *** -0.071 *** -0.070 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Coefficient of Variation 0.007 *** 0.007 *** 0.006 ** 0.006 ** 0.007 ***
     of Cash Flow (0.006) (0.006) (0.022) (0.012) (0.006)
Intercept 0.065 *** 0.063 *** 0.053 *** 0.069 *** 0.065 ***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Year Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Number of Observations 44521 44521 41941 44378 44521
Number of Groups 4238 4238 4131 4226 4238
R2 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.21

(5)(4)(3)(2)(1)

 
This table reports fixed effects regressions of the determinants of cash holding for firms which report relationships 
between 1979 and 2006.   The dependent variable is the log of one plus the ratio of cash and marketable securities to 
total assets minus cash and marketable securities. Customer Concentration is a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index of sales 
determined as the sum of the squares of the share of sales to each reported customers where the shares are expressed 
as a percentage of total sales.  Durable goods dummy is an indicator variable which equals 1 if the firms has a 
primary SIC code from 3400 to 3990.  Excess price cost margin is operating profit margin before depreciation 
divided by sales minus the industry average of this ratio. Industry HHI is a measure of industry concentration 
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provided by the U.S. Census.  Non-government Customer Concentration is a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index of sales 
to non-government companies. Log(Assets) is the natural logarithm of the book value of assets in 1984 dollars.  
M/B is the book value of assets minus the book value of equity plus the market value of equity all divided by the 
book value of assets.   R&D/Sales is R&D expense divided by sales.  CAPX/Assets is capital expenditures divided 
by assets.   Debt/Assets is long term debt plus debt in short term liabilities divided by assets.   Investment Grade 
Dum is an indicator variable equal to one if the firm has an investment grade debt rating.   Cash Flow/Assets is 
earnings after interest, dividends and taxes but before depreciation divided by net assets.  NWC/Assets is net 
working capital divided by assets.   The coefficient of variation of cash flow is the industry average of standard 
deviation of cash flow divided by the mean cash flow over the previous 20 years.  P-values are shown in 
parentheses.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, 
respectively. 
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Table 3-8. Robustness 

Customer Concentration 0.117 *** 0.137 *** 0.066 *** 0.138 *** 0.074 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Foreign Sales -0.004
(0.351)

Number of Business Segments -0.008 ***
(0.000)

Log(Assets) 0.033 *** 0.066 *** -0.01 *** 0.020 *** 0.069 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

R&D/Sales 0.054 *** 0.039 *** 0.141 *** 0.073 *** -0.005
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.488)

CAPX/Assets 0.527 *** 0.542 *** 0.253 *** 0.399 *** 0.673 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Debt/Assets -0.183 *** -0.239 *** -0.005 -0.179 *** -0.131 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.399) (0.000) (0.000)

Investment Grade Dum -0.013 * -0.027 *** -0.004 -0.051 **
(0.069) (0.000) (0.640) (0.015)

Dividend Dummy -0.008 * 0.001 0.011 *** -0.007 -0.005
(0.067) (0.911) (0.005) (0.139) (0.660)

Cash Flow/Assets -0.195 *** -0.227 *** -0.049 *** -0.182 *** -0.185 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

M/B 0.001 -0.006 *** 0.029 *** -0.004 *** 0.003 ***
(0.218) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.010)

NWC/Assets -0.071 *** -0.097 *** -0.102 *** -0.102 *** -0.060 ***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Coefficient of Variation 0.007 *** 0.010 ** 0.002 0.002 0.013 **
     of Cash Flow (0.008) (0.045) (0.274) (0.489) (0.019)
Intercept 0.063 *** 0.080 *** 0.176 *** 0.123 *** -0.074 ***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.005)
Year Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of Observations 44521 22008 22513 30411 14110
Number of Groups 4238 2940 2333 3689 2526
R2 0.21 0.27 0.33 0.20 0.12

Additional Variables Post-1997Pre-1997Large FirmsSmall Firms

 
This table reports fixed effects regressions of the determinants of cash holding for firms which report relationships 
between 1979 and 2006.  The dependent variable is the log of one plus the ratio of cash and marketable securities to 
total assets minus cash and marketable securities.  Percent of Sales is the sum of the sales to each reported customer 
divided by total sales.  Percent of sales to non-government corporations is the sum of sales to each customer which 
is not a government agency divided by total sales.  Customer Concentration is a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index of 
sales determined as the sum of the squares of the share of sales to each reported customers where the shares are 
expressed as a percentage of total sales.  Log(Assets) is the natural logarithm of the book value of assets in 1984 
dollars.  M/B is the book value of assets minus the book value of equity plus the market value of equity all divided 
by the book value of assets.   R&D/Sales is R&D expense divided by sales.  CAPX/Assets is capital expenditures 
divided by assets.   Debt/Assets is long term debt plus debt in short term liabilities divided by assets.   Investment 
Grade Dum is an indicator variable equal to one if the firm has an investment grade debt rating.   Cash Flow/Assets 
is earnings after interest, dividends and taxes but before depreciation divided by net assets.  NWC/Assets is net 
working capital divided by assets.   The coefficient of variation of cash flow is the industry average of standard 
deviation of cash flow divided by the mean cash flow over the previous 20 years.  P-values are shown in 
parentheses.  The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, 
respectively. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Over the past few decades, the prevalence and importance of significant buyer-supplier 

relationships has increased dramatically. For suppliers, being in a relationship can be a double 

edged sword with both costs and benefits. To accentuate the benefits and minimize the costs, 

suppliers may take a variety of actions to change their financing and investment policy.  Despite 

this, little extant literature addresses how major relationships influence firm functioning. This 

dissertation contributes to the literature by examining the effect of relationships in two distinct 

areas of corporate finance namely financial constraints and cash management.  Specifically, 

firms in relationships have lower financing constraints and they maintain higher levels of cash.  

However, not all relationships are the same.  I further investigate the determinants of the 

influence of being in a relationship on financial constraints and cash holdings.  In future work I 

hope to confirm the robustness of the results presented here and address when and how being in 

a relationship influences other aspects of firm financing and investment policy. 

Investment-Cash Flow Sensitivity 

 I provide evidence that suppliers in relationships are less affected by capital market 

frictions.  To do so, I turn to a large literature documenting the link between liquidity and 

investment.  Here, liquidity, defined as the availability of internal funds, is an important 

determinant of investment when capital market frictions exist.  On average, suppliers with major 

buyers demonstrate lower investment cash flow sensitivity than a matched set of their peers, 

suggesting that relationships ease suppliers’ liquidity constraints. I choose a matched sample of 

peer firms to ensure that neither differences across industries nor firm size bias the results.   

 The buyer’s commitment to the supplier and the buyer’s stake in the supplier both 

influence the supplier’s financing constraints. In theory, the more committed a buyer is to a 
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relationship, the greater their incentive to help the supplier.  Further, as a partner and 

stakeholder, the buyer is the residual claimant on its supplier’s investments. Therefore, the 

greater the buyer’s stake in the supplier, the greater the buyer’s incentive to aid the supplier. 

These claims are supported by the empirical results.  

 A buyer’s stake in the supplier, as determined by how many other suppliers they are in a 

relationship with, affects the sensitivity of investment to cash flow of their suppliers.  In contrast, 

suppliers in relationships with the largest buyers (who can easily switch suppliers) are no better 

off than their independent peers.  This is consistent with the hypothesis that suppliers in 

relationships with more committed buyers face lower financing frictions.  Using the percent of 

supplier’s sales from the principal buyer and the length of the relationship as proxies for the 

buyer’s stake in a relationship, I find that as the buyer’s stake in its supplier increases the 

supplier’s sensitivity of investment to cash flow decreases.   

 Providing additional evidence, I use the corporate bond spread and a recession index as 

proxies for the accessibility of external financing to show that investment to cash flow sensitivity 

of suppliers with principal customers is less affected by macroeconomic cycles than the 

sensitivity of their peers.  This result is consistent with the theory that firms in relationships face 

lower financing frictions even in times of general economic downturn. 

 Finally, I examine relationships in the durable goods industry. Firms in the durable goods 

industry, in general, produce unique products and invest more heavily in relationship specific 

assets therefore imposing higher liquidation costs on buyers.  Consistent with this idea, I find 

that the effects are more pronounced for firms in industries with a high degree of relationship-

specific investments.  Consequently, I find evidence consistent with the idea that being in a 

relationship helps to ease capital market frictions. 
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Transmission Mechanism 

 While Chapter 2 provides evidence consistent with the idea that being in a relationship 

eases capital market frictions, it does not detail the means through which this occurs.  Buyers 

may provide relief to suppliers directly by paying off trade credit faster or by agreeing to timely 

price increases.  Alternatively, by providing a steady stream of revenue and reducing business 

risk, buyers may indirectly provide suppliers with greater access to bank capital.  

 Future work will investigate the channel by which buyers provide aid to their suppliers.  

First, comparing the accounts receivable of firms in relationships relative to their independent 

peers may provide some evidence of the direct credit channel of support.  Additionally, testing 

the level of accounts receivable over the course of the business cycle can provide insights into 

the channel of transmission.  Next, comparing the operating profit of firms in relationships to 

their independent peers may provide evidence of the presence of the pricing channel.   

Euler Method  

 The methodology used in Chapter 2, pioneered by Fazzari, Hubbard, and Petersen (1988), 

of measuring investment-cash flow sensitivity to determine the relative financial constraint of 

firms has faced sharp criticism.  In addition to this methodology, to confirm the robustness of the 

results, I will employ the Euler equation method to model financial constraints similar to that of 

Whited (1992) and Whited and Wu (2006).  This structural approach has the advantage of 

avoiding the difficult problem of accurately measuring Tobin’s Q.  

Cash Holdings 

 This dissertation further investigates how relationships affect supplier cash holdings.  

Compared to their peers, suppliers in relationships hold more cash. Further, supplier’s cash 

holdings are positively correlated with both the ratio of sales to major customers to total sales 

and major customer sales concentration. Two different theories of cash holdings can explain 
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these results. First, suppliers may choose to hold more cash as a commitment to the buyer that 

they will remain financially stable in the future. Such a commitment may be necessary in order 

to induce buyers to make specialized investments in relationship specific assets.  Second, 

suppliers may choose to hold more cash as a hedge against future risk. Generally, when buyers 

purchase goods from manufacturers they utilize individual purchase orders rather than entering 

into long-term contracts.  By depending on one or more customers for a significant part of the 

company’s sales, suppliers open themselves up to the risk of losing a large portion of sales at 

once, which would cripple their financial health. As a result, maintaining additional cash on hand 

is necessary as a precaution against the operating risk.  Therefore, the commitment motivation 

for holding cash reserves is primarily to provide the buyer with confidence in the in the 

supplier’s financial position while the precautionary motive for holding cash is to protect the 

firm itself from financial distress. 

 While, in general, suppliers in relationships hold more cash, not all relationships are the 

same and some relationships are not as risky as others. For some buyers, engaging in a 

relationship may generate prohibitive switching costs.  Such switching costs reduce the risk that 

the buyer change suppliers abruptly, reducing the operating risk of the supplier.  As a result, the 

supplier will not need to hold as much precautionary cash. Consistent with this theory, I find a 

weaker relation between customer concentration and cash holdings for manufacturers of unique 

goods relative to manufacturers of non-unique goods.  I also find that supplier’s cash holdings 

are affected when their customer is a corporation but are unaffected when the customer is a 

government agency.  The U.S. government is not likely to go out of business or become unable 

to make payments for goods.  Together these results are consistent with the precautionary 

motivation for holding cash.   
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Value of Cash Holdings for Firms in Relationships 

  Firms in relationships hold more cash than firms which are not in relationships as a 

precaution against cash flow risk. Holding cash benefits the supplier by reducing the likelihood 

of incurring financial distress costs if their major buyer ended the relationship and the supplier 

can no longer generate sufficient cash flow. However, corporate liquidity comes at a cost, since 

cash may provide funds for managers to invest in value-decreasing projects (Jensen 1986).  It is 

therefore possible that while firms hold extra cash because of the risk induced by being in a 

relationship, the market does not perceive extra cash holdings as a benefit.  

 Future work will examine when and how differences in firm and relationship 

characteristics affect the marginal value to stock holders of corporate cash holdings. Faulkender 

and Wang (2006) and Pinkowitz and Williamson (2006) document that cash holdings are more 

valuable for constrained firms rather than unconstrained firms.  Using their methodology, I may 

be able to determine if the marginal value of holding cash is greater for firms in relationships 

than for firms which are not in relationships.   

Relationships and Risk 

 A number of different metrics indicate that being in a relationship increases a firm’s 

idiosyncratic cash flow volatility. Additionally, certain types of relationships increase the 

expected volatility of a firm’s cash flows. When the supplier accounts for a significant part of the 

supplier’s current sales and that customer has no future commitment to continue purchasing, 

buyer supplier relationships induce expected cash flow volatility. As a result of this risk, firms in 

relationships hold cash as a financial hedge. While this indicates that firm management 

recognizes this risk, it is not clear whether the market perceives this source of risk as well. In 

future work, I will investigate the link between inter-firm relationships and the idiosyncratic 

volatility of the firm’s stock market returns.  
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The Link Between Investment-Cash Flow Sensitivity and Cash Holdings 

 This dissertation addressed two distinct means through which relationships influence firm 

behavior.  Despite studying financial constraints and cash holdings separately, they are 

fundamentally linked.  The importance of holding cash is affected by a firm’s access to external 

capital markets.  Theoretically, if capital markets are perfect, then financial condition and 

investment decisions are unrelated.  And, corporate liquidity becomes irrelevant.  In contrast, if 

financial frictions do exist, then managing cash holdings may be an important issue for firms.  

 I find that firms in relationships simultaneously have lower financing frictions and higher 

cash holdings than firms which are not in relationships. While suppliers in relationships have 

lower financial constraints they are still subject to some financial constraints. Therefore, for all 

firms, liquidity management remains an important consideration. These findings are further 

related in two ways.  

 First, firms with lower financing frictions face a smaller wedge between internal and 

external funds. Therefore, when necessary, firms that face lower financing frictions should find it 

easier to access external capital markets which justifies holding less cash. But, despite this, firms 

in relationships still hold more cash. This offers further evidence that the presence of a 

relationship drives firms to hold even more cash, all else equal, relative to firms which are not in 

relationships.   

 Second, arguably, firms in relationships may appear to have lower financial constraints 

because they invest in new projects out of their current cash holdings rather than cash flow 

resulting in lower investment-cash flow sensitivity.  However, firms will only appear to have 

lower financial constraints if they are willing to spend the cash that they have on hand.  

Therefore, changes in cash holdings not the level of cash holdings contribute to lower 

investment-cash flow sensitivity.  Further, the claim is not supported by the evidence.  First, 
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there is persistence in the difference between the cash holdings of firms in relationships relative 

to those not in relationships.  If suppliers in relationships fund new investments with current cash 

holdings then cash holdings would be depleted over time, this is not the case.   Next, the cash 

holdings regressions control for capital expenditures and the difference between supplier in 

relationships and those not in relationships remains.    

 Therefore, we can conclude that firms in relationships have lower financing constraints 

and that this is the result of a feature of the relationship, not additional cash holdings. Future 

work will confirm the difference in financial constraints while controlling for the difference in 

cash holdings by evaluating supplier’s propensity to save cash out of cash flows as described by 

Almeida, Campello, and Weisbach (2004). 
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